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Young Wild- West"s Race For Gold
Or, ARIETTA AND THE BANK ROBBERS
By AN OLD SCOUT

•

about the spot, for it was just after quitting
time for the miners and those who worked at
"Yip, yip, yip! Wow! wow! Whoopee!"
the smelting plant. The faces of nearly all of
As the cowboy yell rang out, the clatter of them wore smiles, fol' to see a Chinaman lassoed
hoofs was heard, and up the single street of the by a reckless cowboy was amusing to them, to
prosperous mining camp _called, Si\ver Cro"".'ll, say the least. But there were a few among them
which was situated at the time of which we write who had seen the dashing boy in the fancy suit
in the western part of Colorado, n ear the Utah of buckskin throw his rifle to his shoulder and
line came half a dozen horsemen:. A cloud of ~ver the rope with a bullet, and they were not
dust followed them, for there h3:d been no 1'ain in a little surprised at the wonderful shot. The boy
the past few days and the soil was very dry. and the Chinaman were the center of attraction
The few stores and saloons the little town con- just then, and as the cowboys made a turn and
tained were lined on either side of the street, in came galloping back to the very saloon the Celesthe central part of it, and those on the sidewalks tial had emerg,ed from before he was lassoed, he
turned to look at the approaching cowboys. Not brushed back the wealth of chestnut hair that
that it was anything new to see a lot of cow- hung below his shoulders and tumen his eyes
boys come galloping into the town, for th3:t w3:s upon them.
a common occurrence. But almost every time 1t
Right h;re we may as well state that the
happened there was some excitement attached to was n.o other than dashing Young Wild West, boy
the
it, for cowboys, when they start on a spree, are Champion Deadshot and Prince
generally reckless fellows, and they always want the greatest of all the hei-oeiT of of th~ Sadcllethe Wild West.
to make themselves heard, as well as seen.
Hop Wah, the victim of the cowboy's accul'ate
"Whoopee! Whoopee! Wow! Vllow!"
rope, was in his employ as a general utility man
An-ain a yell sounded, and then half a dozen and, seeing him caught by the lasso, as h e cam e
sho~ were fired in quick succession, the bullets out of the 1ore across the way, the young deadgoin o- in the air. Among those to rush out of a shot had qmckly thrown his rifle to his shoulder,
salotn to see what was going on was a typical and when he found there was nothing human in
Chinaman who looked as though he was about the way of the bullet, pulled the t1·i,g ger. Young
as innoce~t a s a "heathen Chinee" could be. He Wild West never missed when he drew bead on a
got to the edge of the street just as the half a rope at that short distance, and the result was
dozen reckless riders reached the place. Another that it was cut as clean as a whistle. He was
yell sounded, and then a flexible horsehah· lariat not at all angered at the action of the co wboy,
suddenly shot out from one of the cowboys, and but rather blamed the Chinaman for ma.king a
befor e the Chinaman could duck to escape it, the target of himself.
nOQse had settled about his body. The next moYoung Wild West knew about the habits of the
ment the unfortunate Celestial was beinig drag- cowboy as much as any one living,
and he
o-ed through the dus.t, while the cowboys were sidered that it was but natural that the man conhad
yellin g themselves hoarse with delight.
roped Hop Wah. However, if the cowboy did not
Crang! The sharp report of a Winchester rifle like it because his horsehair lariat had been cut
soun ded and the rope parted before the_0hinaman with the bullet, he was ready to take the consehad been dragged ten feet. Then aFhandsome, quences. Cool and daring at any stage of the
athletic boy, who was attired in a fancy buckskin game, the boy was one who was feared by his
hunting suit, came bounding across the st~·eet foes and loved by those who believed in a square
from the general store. He reached the China- deal. He soon found that the cowboy did not
man just as he was getting up. Seizing him by like what 'had happened, for he was the first to
the e.rm, he helped him to his feet.
dismount as the party came back and brought
"They had you that time, didn't they, Hop?" he their mustangs to a halt, and, holding the sevsaid, as he hustled hin1 out of the street on the ered lariat in his hand, he ,called out:
"I kin lick ther galoot what shot my rope in
sidewalk. "Are you hurt any?"
"Me velly muchee s:1akee uppee, Misler Wild," two! Whar is he?"
"Here I am!" wa.s the qu'ick reply, and Young
was the reply, while a faint smile spread over
the yellow countenance of the cowboy's victim. Wild West stepped before him, a calm smile playing about his mouth.
·
"But me no hurtee, so be."
"Did you do it, young feller?" asked the cowThere were p1·obably twenty men gathered

. CHAPTER I.-A "Spanking" Not Administered.
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boy, an expression of doubt showing from his
eyes . .
"Yes, I did it. I thought you were goin"' a
little too far with my Chinaman, so I }ust set him
free, that's all."
."Yer did, eh? Don't yer know that a rope like
mme costs money ? "
"Oh, yes. But a Chinaman's life is worth something, too."
"Yer think a heathen's life is worth more than
a horsehair rope, do yer? Well, you're only a
boy, but I'm goin' ter give yer a good spankin',
an' then make yer pay me further rope! Do yer
hear what I say ? I'm Stinger Sam, from the
Two Star Ranch, an' I'm mighty bad when I'm
_ r'iled!"
"Is that so? You are not roiled now, are you?"
The reply was in such a cool tone of voice that
the cowboys looked at the boy in astonishment.
It was just then that our hero's two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, came across the
street. They had been over at the general store
when the shot was fired, but they had taken their
time about coming over, since they were in charge
of the purchases that had just been made there.
Cheyenne Charlie, though an ex-Government
scout and a thorough Westerner, chose to follow
the lead of dashing Young Wild West on his trips
through the wilds of the West in search of fortune and adventure, and he was proud to be
called the "parcl" of the boy. Jim Dart was a
\V,estern boy aqout the same age as our hero,
and he loved him as a brother, and was ever
ready to stick by him to the death, if necessary,
thowgh he seldom had much to say.
"What's ther trouble here, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked, as he elbowed his way through
t110 crowd. "Is that measly coyote talkin' about
lickin' yer ? "
"Yes, Charlie; but you just keep still," was the
quick reply. "I reckon he won't hun\ me any."
By this time the rest of the cowboys had dismounted, and they all pushed forward, so they
might obtain a good view at what took place.
Stinger Sam, as he had introduced himself, shot
a glance at the scout, which meant he would like
to give him a thrashing, too, but he did not attempt it just then, since he wanted to settle accounts with the boy first.
"Gentlemen," said Wild calmly, as he motioned
the crowd back, "just give us a little room, will
you? Stinger Sam is going to spank me, and
then he is going to make me ·pay for the rope I
shot in two. He will need plenty of room to do
this, for I am going to give him the tussle of
his life. I am only a boy, I know; but I have
learned a few tricks in my day, and if Stiniger
Sam spanks me, and then makes me pay for his
rope, I'll make every man here a present of a
new six-dollar hat and give a free picnic to the
inhabitants of Silver Crown! Come on, you big
galoot! I am anxious to get the spanking!"
"Wow!" yelled the bad cowboy, and, giving his
bearskin trousers a hitch, he sprang at the boy.
He had both hands outstretched, evidently with
the intention of seizing . him by the shoulders.
But Stinger Sam certainly reckoned without his
host, as the saying goes. Young Wild West
stepped nimbly aside, ailfl the cowboy's hands
simply clutched the empty air. Then, as quick as
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lightninb, the boy gave him a push and he went
-~
headforemost into the crowd.
"Hooray!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, waving his
hat. '·I reckon ther foolish galoot is ta.kin' divin'
lessons. Did yer see him go, boys?"
There was a burst of laughter from tbe crowd,
for the most of them could see now that the boy
Y-as simply playing with the bad cowboy fron1
the Two Star Ranch. They knew that if he had
chosen to hit him on the back of his neck, instead of merely pushing him, he would have
fallen flat, v.ith consitlerable of the vim knocked
out of him. Stinger Sam got out of the crowd
and leaped toward the boy again. This time he
had his fists doubled, and it looked as though he _
had changed his mind about the spanking and
meant to do some punching. He shot out his
right fist ha.I'd enough to fell a big man, much
less a boy weighing- a hundJ:Jed and thirty-five
pounds, but it missed by over a foot. Then there
was a quick movement on the part of Wild, andSpat! His fist caught the cowboy squarely on
the nose, and, with the blood spurting from his
nostrils, down he Went on his back.
"I reckon it's 11retty near time you started in
to give me that spanking you promised," was the
cool remark. "What do you want me to dothrash you before you do it?"
"Git up an' knock his head off, Sam!" called
out one of the man's friends."
"You shet up!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Ther first thing you know you'll git some of ther
same kind of medicine your pard is gittin'!"
~ "Not from you, I won't!" was the angry re.
tort.
Then, before the spectators hardly realized it,
Charlie and the advising cowboy were at it hammer and tongs. T11e scout knew how to handle
himself pretty well, for he had been taught a
whole lot by athletic and clever Young Wild
We~t. ~e landed a go~d straig)1t one on thf co,vboy s chm and sent him heavily to the grs;rnncl. .
""This was the signal for the rest of them to take
a hand, and they came for Wild and the sc;out
like a nest of hornets. Jim Dart then got· i'nto
it, and in less than thirty seconds all six of them·
were sprawling on the ground. Some of the 1iYstanders wanted to interfere as the cowboys wei-e
getting upon their feet, but Young Wild West
called out sharply:
"Just leave the galoots to '-us thTee! If e
can't give them more than they are looking for,
we deserve to be thrashed, that's all."
Spat!-spat! Biff! The blows from the active
trio landed in quick succession, and the cowboys
went in every direction. But such a thing could
not last very long. Suddenly one of the defeated
men whipped . out his gun. Wild was right near
him and, kicking it out of his hand, he exclaimed:
"The first galoot who tries to shoot will get
filled with holes! If you can't fight it out the
way you started in, quit!"
To show that he meant what he said, he drew
one of the revolvers that hung in his· holster and
waved the muzzle before the eyes of the defeated
gang. A shout of applause ·went up from the
miners, for the crowd had increased to fully twoscore by this time, and they all seemecl to be in
sympathy y;ith Young Wild West and his partners, though very few knew who they were. That
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"Oh. All right, then. Any way you say. I
am always ready for anything; I have to be, you
know."
"Well, yer may beat me, but I'm a putty good
one, if I do say it myse1 f," resumed Deads'rnt
Pete. "I'll show ye1·, a little trick that I don't
think yer kin do with a gun."
"That is just what I want to see-somethinrr I
CHAPTER II.-The Defeat of Deadshot Pete.
can't do. lf I find that I can't do a thing that
somebody else can <lo, I always make it a point
There was not one of the cowboys who didn't to learn to do it as soon as possible. Ju;;t show
ihave some kind of mark to make them remember me your little stunt, and I'll soon t~!I you
the brief encounter with Young Wild ·west and whether I can do it or not."
his partners, for a few days at least. They had
"All right; I'll show yer somethin'."
been badly surprised, and they were now doing
"Go ahead. If it happens that I can·t do it,
the best thing for them-acknowledging their defeat. The man who had pulled his gun, how- I'll present Sam with a new horsehair la:!'ir,t and
ever, was not al.,togethe1' satisfied. But he did I'll turn the cha;11p:om,hip OYer to you."
Confidence is a great ,:i•ir.g to have, and Yo·m,r:
not say anything lfor a while. Then, as our three
friends started to cross the street with the Chi- Wild \Vest certainly had his share of it. Dut
naman who had caused all the row, he called out: his varied experience was resp0nsible for this.
"Say, are you Your. 5 Wild West, young feller?" Added to tlfis, he was :.,Jways trying to do d'ffi"That is who I happen to be," Wild retorted, as cult things in the line of shooting, and by kce;iing in constant practice he was able to per.form
he turned and came to a stop.
"A feller here jest said so, but I couldn't hardly wonderful feats with bo~h the ri'le ar,d revolvu.
belisve it. You've got ther name of bein' ther Deadshot Pete now mounted hi., 1;11.JS'ang:. As
it has been told that the citize!'S of Silver Crown
ch ampion deadshot, too, ain't yer?"
"Well, some say that about me; but I don't go were in the habit of Recing CO\~·boys come in a.nJ
around bragging much about it. I am always amuse themselves by yelling and shooting rs
willing to shoot against any one who thinks he they rode up and dov;n the street, no one seemeJ
a bit surprised.
can shoot good, though."
"Here yer are, Sam," he said, as he tossed his
"That's jest what I want ter hear yer say,
tp.en. • Now, since yer knocked my gun out of red bandana handkerchief to the man who claimmy hand in sich a quick way, a11 1 then swatted ed to be bad when he got r'iled. "You know ,,. hat
me on ther jaw with yer fist, I think yer ought I want yer ter do."
ter let me have a chance ter shoot ag'in yer fur
"Right yer are, Pete," was the reply.
ther championship."
Tht'n Stinger Sam ·selected a stone about the
"Why, are you a champion, my friend?" asked size of an egg from the ground and wrapped it
Wild, as he came on back to the front of the sa- into the handke1·chief. The crowd, including our
loon, followed by his partners.
hero and his partners, looked on with int~rest.
"Yis, I'm ther best slrnt on ther Two Star The cowboy galloped of£ up the street for about
~ a,.n' Stinger Sam is ther boss with ther
a hundred yards, and then, turning, he came back
ro~. :We're a couple of onions what's never been as fast as the swift mustang could leg it over
peeled, ·we are!"
the dusty ground. As he neared the spot, Stinger
"Oh,. I , understand. What is your name, Sam threw the handkerchief high in the air, the
please?"
stone canying it up. As it re~ched the turning
"Dc.adshot Pete is what they call me on ther point the stone dropped from it and the handTwo Star Ranch."
kerchief spread cut and came fluttering down.
".Oh,'iT see. Well, Mr. Deadshot Pete, I can't Crack! Deadshot Pete fired a shot from his revery well refuse to accommodate you, since you volver, and everybody conld see that the handke the request. If I am to hold a claim to kerchief "·as hit by the bullet. Young Wild West
championship, I must meet alt comers until I smiled. He ran out and picked up the handkert
ar defeated. How do you want to shoot, the chief and, holding it up, ;;o all hands could see
way you tr.ied a little while ago?"
that there was a hole through it, exclaimed:
"Ther way I tried ter?" the man repeated,
"That was a mip.:hty good shot, by jingo!''
looking surprised.
But Charlie and Jim knew that he was only
"Yes; you pulled your gun when the little
for either cf them could have done it.
fist fight was going on, and you were going to joking,
Pete came back, his horse at a walk.
let me have a lead pill, I know. I had just knock- Deadshot
'·There yer ate, Young V!ilrl West!" he said,
ed you down before that, and you meant to bore triumphantly;
"do yer think yer kin do that?~'
me for doing it. But it is all right. Just get
"Well, I'll try pretty hard, anyhow," was the
out in the road here, and you can try your luck
on me. I'll have a try at you at the same time, reply. "Let me have your horse, will you? Mine
and the one who drops will lose the shooting has just been put away in the hotel stable up
the street."
match."
"Sartin yer kin have my nag. Did yer ever
D..:adshot Pete was staggered at this proposition . . The cooln€'ss of the boy, alone, was amaz- make sich a shot as that afore?"
"Well, I never did make just such a shot as
ing·, not to speak of what he said.
"I-I don't want ter shoot that way, Young that."
"If yer kin do it, you're a good one, fur ther
Wild '\""st," the cowboy answered. "I meant
that we \vould do somethin' fancy in ther way handkerchief i:; likely ter fool y~r, when you're
ridin' good an' hard, like I was jest then."
of shootin' at a target."

settled it! The cowboys knew they had no show
with the three, and they quickly gave in.
"It's all over, gents," said Stinger Sam, as he
held his hand to a badly swollen eye. "I'll take
back what I said about ther spankin'. I can't do
it, that's all."
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He dismounted and Wild quickly took his place
.
m the saddle. .
"If Mr. Stinger Sam will kindly throw up the
handkerchief, I'll try and put another hole
through it," he said calmly.
The cowboy referred to nodded his willingness,
and then he went out and picked up the same
stone he l1acl used before. · Wild rode away with
the mustang and presently came back at full
speed. Unlike his predecessor, he did not have
a revolver in his hand. Stinger Sam looked a bit
surprised when he noticed this, but he was ready
to let it go in the air, and he sent up the handkerchief about the same way as he had done before. Not until the stone left the handkerchief
did Wild's hand touch his revolver. Then it came
from the holster as quick as a flash. The descencling handkerchief was directly over his head
when he fired, and it was seen to jump.
But that was not all! Bending back, so that
his head almost touched the back of<'the galloping· mustang, our hero fired two more shots in
quick succession. At each report the handkerchief jumped in the air, and a cheer went up that
echoed through the mining camp. Stinger Sam
ran out and picked up the handkerchief, but
Deaclshot Pete shook his head sadly and exclaimed:
"Come on, boys! TheT drinks is on me! I
thought I was mighty smart with a gun, but I
ain't. Come, Sam!"
Stinger Sam handed the handkerchief to Cheyenne Charlie, and followed the defeated man into
the saloon, along with the rest of the cowboys.
"There's four hole,s through ther bugle-wiper,
Wild!" cried the scout, as he flaunted it in the
breeze. "I knowed yer hit all thi·ee times, but
ter show them what might not have thought that
way that yer did, here she is!"
It ·was only natural that the men in the crowd
should want to see the riddled handkerchief.
Nearly every one of them had it in his hands,
and the expressions of admiration and surprise
that went up were many. Our three friends did
not go _into the saloon, but headed acrnss the
street, where the articles · they had purchased
were waiting for them. Hop Wah .had disappeared by this time, but when they got to the
hotel they were stopping at, they found him in
the barroom entertaining the clerk with a story
about his wonderful uncle in China. He had also
managed to confiscate a bottle of liquor, unknown
to the clerk.
Hop, by the way, was one of the most clever
Chinamen that ever sailed across the Yellow Sea
into the blue waters of the Pacific. He was a
sleight-of-hand performer of no mean ability, a
profes.sional card sharp-on the American planand liked whisky so well that he was not averse
to stealing it. He was quite a practical joker,
too, and he was so innocent, withal, that he certainly ,vas a great character. But he had proved
of great assistance to Yoqng Wild West and his
frierds in trying times, and he had really become
a fixture to the party. But more about him later
on. Our hero and his partne1· 1'·ent into the
sitting room of the hotel and found the "girls,"
as they always calle-d them. waiting- for them.
The "girls" consisted of Anna, the wife of the
scout, and Arietta l\'[urdocl~ and Eloise Gardner.
the girl s-weethearts of Young Wild West and
Jim
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CHAPTER UL-Wild Makes Big Discovery.
"What was going on down the street, Wild?"
asked Arietta, as she tossed her golden bead
and looked at her dashing young lover inquiringly.
"Oh, we had a little fist fight, and then I had
to shoot again,st a cowboy champion," was the
reply. "Some cowboys started in to drag Hop
around the street with a rope, and I thought
they weTe going too far, so I interfered. That
started· a row, but it came out all right, and no
one was seriously hurt."
"But the1·e's a few black eyes in town, though,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, with a chuckle.
"Them six galoots must have thought they could
fight, I reckon. But they soon found out that
thev didn't know very much about it."
The girls wanted to hear all about it, so Jim
Dart struck up and related just what had happened.
"Well, I am $:lad that the cowboys took it easy
as the,y did, Wild," said Arietta. "It seems that
you make enemies in every camp or town we stop
at."
"Well, I reckon there's nothing real bad about
those fellows," the boy aµswered. "Of course,
they feel a little sore, physically and mentally;
but they are not the sort who look for a c\1an~e
to shoot a fellow in the dark, or put a knife m
him on the sly. I reckon we need have no fear
of them, Et."
· All three of the gfrls looked relieved. They
relied on the judgment of Young Wild West in
such matters, and if he said it was all right they
felt that it must be. It was near the close of
the day when Young Wild West and his friends
liad arrived at Silve,r Crown.' The time of year
was late in the spring and the weather was
balmy and pleasant. They had never. been to
the lively little town before, but as it was a
b1·and-new one, there was no wonder that they
had not.
The "Boss Hotel, Jack Boss, Proprietor," as the
sign read, struck them as being the proper place
to stop at, and they had no difficulty in obtaining accommodgtions there. They did not intend
to remain very long in the mining town, so when
the pack horses were being unloaded by the two
Chinamen in their employ our hero had taken a
list of what they were short of in camping supplies, anJ then he and his two partners had set
out for the store to purchase them. There w:::.s
nothing like always having the necessities of life
on hand. Then they could sta1.1; out without any
delay any time they took a notion to. Hop had
sne,a ked away to look for a little tanglefoot, as
he always called whisky, and he had dropped into
the saloon further up the street, and had been
the means of causing what has alre:idy been described to happen.
Supper was a little late, but they enjoyed it
all the more when they sat down to it. After
the meal was over, WilJ and hi.s partners chatted
with the girls a while, and then, seeing that the
landlord's wife took kindly to them, ·they left
them in her charge and went out to look around
the hustling little town. It was not yet dark. but
already the lights in the gambling and drink ing
saloons began to show, for the owners of such
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places were always trying to draw ~rade. Though
Silver Crown only had a population of a bare
two hundred; there were nearly a dozen saloons
and hotels in it.
Of course, there were lots of customers from
the surrounding country, for there were ranches
scattered about within a radius of fifty miles,
and the most of them got their s'upplies at Silver
Crown. There was a postoffice and a bank there,
and these two places gave a businesslike aspect
to the town. The bank did quite a business, too,
since the smelting works had the majority of _the
male population employed, and wages were high.
Farmers and ranchmen used it, too, and so did
the business men of the place. As Wild and his
partners came to the bank, which was only a
short distance from the Boss Hotel, they paused
and looked at it. It was but a shanty structure,
to be sure but it had been built in a more stable
wav than the rest of the shanties.
The door was wide and of heavy oak, while the
two windows in the front gave it a businesslike
appearance. The word "Bank" was painted on _a
sign above the. door, and that was all. Bu_t it
made no difference whether the bank was given
a name or not. It was backed by men who had
reputations of being trustworthy and respon~ible,
and that was quite sufficient. A.s oi_:ir fner:ds
walked past the building, after s1zmg _it up with
no little interest, they saw a man commg out on
the street along the side of it, and as he. acted
in a sneaky way, they could not help lookmg at
him sharply.
He v1as a villainous-looking fellow, to say the
least and this was quite enough to make Young
Wild' West regard him with suspicion. The fellow crossed the street and went into the saloon
Hop had been in when the half a dozen cowboys
entered the town.
"Boys, I reckon that galoot is no good," said
Wild. "I wonder what he was sneaking out from
behind the bank like that for? It strik~s me
that he might be up to something. I reckon I'll
take a walk around there and see what he was
doing, if I can. You g? on over to the saloon.
-I'll be there in a few mmutes."
"All right, Wild," the scout answered, while
Dart gave a nod of assent.
Our he-i;o walked leisurely around the corner of
the buildfng. The shanty next to it was quite
close, and there were no windows in that side of
it. As the bank was closed for the clay, there
·was no one to see the boy as he passed on around
to the rear. It was not a very large building, by
any means, and once behinc) it, v\:ild looked
sharply along at tI:e foundati_on, wluch was of
stone. The first thmg he noticed was that one
of the stones appeared to be loose. Any ?ne
would have noticed this if they had been lookmg·
sharply. But the fact that the man had ,acted i_n
such a sneaky way had aroused the boy s suspicions, as has been stated, ~nd he was really looking to find somethin,g wrong. He felt sme that
he had found it, for why should a stone be loosened in the foundation of a bank?
Wild stepped up to the foundation and, dropping upon his knees, tried to move the stone,
which was about a foot square. It moved readily, and, catching his fingers upon the edges of
it, he worked it out slowly until it dropped to
the ground. Pieces of mortar were lying on the
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ground, too, and this showed that some one had
been working the stone loose, no doubt for the
purpose of breaking into the bank and relieving
it of the funds. Wild lowered his head and looked into the opening. The first thing he saw was
the handle of a crowbar. Then a hammer and
chisels were brought to light as he reached in
the opening.
"Ah!" he muttered. "A plot to rob the bank is
on foot, I reckon. Well, this thin,g has got to
stop rig11t where it is. I'll fix that galoot we
saw go across the street, for he is one of them,
no doubt."
The boy took out all the tools that were inside
the opening, and then he put the stone back into
position. A look around showed our hero that
he could get around the rear of the shanties adjacent and reach the hotel. The tools were about
all he could carry, but he picked them up and
walked off with them. It was fast getting dark,
and no one noticed him as he went along. In
less than a minute he was at the rear of the hotel, and, dropping· the tools behind a bush, he
walked into the barroom. Calling the proprietor
aside, he said, in a whisper:·
"Where can I find the marshal of the town,
Mr. Boss?"
"What's that? Why, he is right here now, Mr.
West. Do you want to see him?" answered the
surprised hotel keeper.
"Yes, I would like to be introduced -to-him."
"All right. I'll call him. Hey, there Jack!
Come here a minute, will you?"
'
"Sartin, Jack. What's up?" and the marshal
hastened to where the two were standing.
"I want ter introduce you to Young Wild West.
Marshal Jack Ryan, shake hands with Young
Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot."
'.'I'm mighty glad ter shake with yer, Young
Wild West!" the marshal declared, as he gripped
our hero's hand. "I've heard considerable about
yer afore yer ever struck Silver Crown; an' jest
a minute or two ago I was listenin' ter a friend
tell what yer done over at ther Silver Bug Saloon-or in front of it, rather. By Jove! but I'm
sa:rtinly glad ter know yer!"
"And I am glad to know you, Marshal," answered Wild. "If you don't mind, we'll go outside a minute. I've got something very important to tell you."
"Is that so? Well, you kin bet your life I'll
go out with yer! Come right ahead, my boy."
Wild conducted him outside to the bush where
he had put the tools he had found under the bank
building. Much to his surprise, they were not
there!
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "Marshal, some
one must have .been watching me. I can't show
you "hat I wanted to."
·'What do yer mean, Young Wild West?"
Marshal Jack Ryan looked at the you:-ig deadshot in a puzzled way. Wild took him by ~he
arm and conducted him back into the hotel. There
was no doubt but that the man was beginning to
think that he was crazy, but Wild did not mean
to do any more talki.ng outside just then, as he
f.elt certain that there were waiting ears to catch
what was said. To a corner of the back room
that adjoined the bar they went, and then in a
low, calm voice our hero related what he had
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found at the rear of the bank, after first seeing
a villainous-lookmg man sneak across the street.

<..:HAPTER IV.-Wild Overhears a Conversation.
The marshal opened wide his eyes when he
heard the story Young Wild West told in a very
few words.
"Thunder!" he ejaculated. "No wonder I was
mighty puzzled by ther way you acted when you
got me out there! I couldn't imagine what you
was drivin' at, blamed if I could!"
"Well, the question is: Is there much money
in 'the bank?" asked Wild.
"I reckon there's quite a pile of it there, Young
Wild West. It's payday Saturday, which is ther
day afte1· to-morrer. I believe every word you
say, an' ther quicker we git hold of ther galoot
you seen, ther better it will be."
"I reckon we had better not intel'f"ere with him
just now," said Wild, shaking his head. "Some
one took the tools I lugged around from th.e
bank, and he is the one we want to get just now.
We'll go over in the saloon I saw the galoot go
in, and then we'll soon find out who the other
one is. l\1y partners went in the saloon after
the man, and you can bet that they have been
keeping a watch on him. I want to find the fellow who saw me put the tools clown behind the
bush. He is the one I want to ge,t hold of."
"Well, Young Wild West, I'm goin' ter leave it
ter you. I've heard jest about enough about yer
ter make me think that you know ,your business
putty well in gan1es like thls."
"All right. Dut say, Marshal--"
"What is it?" ·
.,. "Don't take the trouble to call me by my full
tlame; just call m:e Wild/the same as my friends
do. That will suit me bettel". You just stick to
Illf' in this thing, and we'll round up the bank
rnbbe1·s in great shape. I mean what I say, for
it is not the first time I have had dealings with
such fellows."
"Oh, you kin bet that I'll stick to you, Wild!
I know you're all wool an' a ya1·d wide! Jest
look how yer made them cowboys dance on their
neckties! That must have been great. I wish I
had been there ter see it."
"Well, the cowboys are a harmless lot of fellows, but the gang we hav:e got fo deal with now
is diffE:!rent. It is quite likely that they are the
kind who will.not stop at anything. The looks of
the galoot we saw was enough to make me suspicious right away. Come on ! We'll go over to
the saloon."
.
They left the hotel and walked to the Silver
Bug Saloon and promptly entered·. Wild's quick
eye took in all that was to be seen in a jiffy.
Charlie and Jim were there. Wild called his
partners to the bar and called for some cigars.
"This is Jack Ryan, the Town Marshal, boys,"
he said; and then he introduced Charlie and Jim
to him.
"Glad ter meet yer, boys," said Ryan. "Mine
is a little whisky, Wild, if yer don't mind."
"Take what you like, Marshal," answered our
hero. ''J don't drink liquors m yself, but I am
not the one to tell others what they shall drink.
I smoke a cigar now and then, and that is ab out
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all the nerve stimulant I take, exceptin g a cup
of coffee every morning. Jim is the same way ;
but Charlie likes a little tanglefoot· occasionally."
The scout grinned at this, and said he guessed
he would try a little right .then. At that moment
a man with a scraggy black beard came in by
the rea1· door. He cast a swift look around the
room, allowed his ga!':e. to rest upon Wild for the
fraction of a second, and then looked sharply at
the card table.
., ·
"That's the galoot who took the crowbar and
the othet tools!" our hero exclaimed, under his
breath. "I knew it would not be hard to find him.
He knows me, too, which shows that he must have
foll9wed me when I came away from the bank.
~t m_i,ght be, though, that he just_ happened along
m time to see me place the things behind the
bush, and, recognizing them, he took them away."
But never once did the young deadshot let the
man know he took any interest in him. The
three men, whom our hero and his partner were
now certain were rascals, soon left the saloon.
T_hey went out by the back way, and, teHing· his
partners and the marshal to stay inside, our hero
went o_ut_ the front way and stole softly around
tho bmldrng. He got to the rear in time to see
the trio walking slowly toward a shed. The o--ie
who hn.cj come in last _was t~,Jking very earnestly
to the other two, but m such a low tone of voice
that our hero could not hear what he said. Waiting- until they reached the shed, Wild made his
way to it quickly. Then he could-hear them talking quite plainly, for there were cracks in the
boards and the sounds came through plainly.
"Do yer mean ther boy with ther long hair?"
one of the men was just saying.
. "Yes, I 'me~ him," was the reply. "He clone
Jest what I sa.id he done. He found that a stone
was loose in ther foundation, an' he opened it an'
t~ok, out th~1· tool:3 we left there last night. I
d1dn t see him do 1t, but I happened ter be back
of ther B?ss Ho~el, an' I seen him put ther things
down behmd a p1le of bushes. I didn't know what
t.!;ey was then, but as he come around from .b ..
hmd ther shanty next door in a quiet s01·t of way,,
I made up my mind ter see what he put- there. - ,.
As soon a& he went inside, I looked. Then I
lf:nowed why he had been so quiet-like, boys. l
Jest ,grabbed up them tools, an' I never stopped
till I got 'em over to ther shanty, Then I thought
I'd better let you fellers know about it as so'ln
as possible. Boys, our work has been all -i'u.,.
~othin', ther way it looks. That young gal~ot
1s Young Wild West, ther boss of t)i.er cleadshots
an' him an' his pards is death on galoots like us'.
He has found out our game, though I can't understand how he done it."
"Well, I know how, I reckon," answered the
man called Glim.
"I happened ter be comin'
around from behind ther bank jest as ther boy
an' his pards was in front of ther buildin'. He
must have thought I'd been up ter somethin' an'
he's went back there an' took a look arounci. I
don't know what other way he could have foun d
out."
·
"Glim, yer hadn 't ought ter gone theTe in ther
daylight," spoke up the third man.
"Well, it wasn't exactly daylight, was it? I
thought it would be all right ter go around there
an' see how thilllgs was. I never touched a thing
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there, but as soon as I seen tl1at it was jest as
we left it last night, I came on back."
"Well, I reck6n we've got ter give up gittin'
in ther bank that way," the first .speaker remarked in a thoughtful tone of voice, as Wild could
teil, though _he could not see him.
"Yes; that's right. But there's one thing sartin, boys: We've got ter git that money afore
Saturday mol'nin'. We've made up our minds ter
do it. an'' we will, too.. • But ther first thing ter
do is · ter git rid of this boy they call Young Wild
West. That must be clone to-night. We'll lay a
trap for him, an' we'll git him an' his pards, an'
Jack Ryan, too! It ain't likely that any one else
knows anything about this, so it won't be hard
ter do. But we'll see ther captain an' tell him
all about it. He's smart enou,gh ter fix up a
way ter trap 'em, fu1· he · can't be b_e at at that
k ind of a game. Things is gittin' desperate,
boys. We ain't got no time ter lose about this.
If we kin gobble up tliem four to-night, ther
cbances are that no one else will know a thing
about ther stone bein' loose in ther foundation.
Come on, an' we'll find ther captain right away."
Wild was much pleased to hear all "this, and as
the three men left the shed and started off in the
darkness he did not l1esitate to follow them.
"I might as well find out all there is to it," he
muttered, as he kept the men in sight and made
his way along. "It isn't likely that they are goirig very far."
CHAPTER V.-The Robbers Make Decision.
The three men Wild was following did not .i;o
very far. About two hundred yards from the
rear of the Silver Bug Saloon they came to a
shanty that stood at the edge of a grove of pines.
Other shanties were scattered about, but none
was very clos e to this particular one. This was
the shanty that Glim owned-or he occupied it
when in Silver Crown, anyhow-and no one disputed his. claim to it.
"Go right in, boys, an' light a lamp," Glim said,
as he unlocked the door. "You'll find one on ther
table. I'l1 run an' git ther captain."
The two men did as directed, and then Glim
ha tenecl away in the darkness. He soon reached
a shanty that was not more than a hundred yards
distant. There was a bright light shining through
:>e window, and he gave a nod of satisfaction
and knocked upon the door. It was opene l by a
middle-ag,ed woman, with sinister, dark eyes.
"What's wanting?" she asked, in a tone of
voice that showed that she was anything but patient.
"Is Mart in?" Glim asked, wilting before her
gaze, for there was something about the woman's
eyes that was apt to make a person wince when
she looked at him sharply.
"Yes, he's in. But he said he wasn't going out
to-night. Here he has brought me away down
from Denver to this forsaken place, and I don't
mean to be left alone in this shanty every nig·ht
of my life. Not that I am afraid to stay alone,
for I don't care a rap for any man, woman or
child. But it gets mighty lonesome with no one
to talk to. I kno,v you, Glim. I suppose you
had better come in and tell him your bnsint?-;;R."
She opened the door wide1· and the villain
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stepped in. A tall man, with a dark mustache
anu goatee, sat at a ·~aole, with a cneckerboard
beto1·e him. 1t was evident that he had been
playing the game with his wife, and that Glim
llacl Cl.!sturbed them.
"What is it, Glim'?" queried the man, rising to
his feet.
~
"There! Don't get excited, Mart Mord," spoke
up his wife, her eyes flashing. "It is most likely
he wants to get you av,ay, so you can sit in some
saloon and play cards all night."
"You're mistaken, Mrs. Mo,d," said Glim quickly. "I reckon you know the1· business we're in,
an' what we've planned, ter do afore Saturday
mornin' comes. lt's relatin' ter that, tha1 s what
it is. It has been found out that there was a
stone took out of ther foundation of ther bank."
The faces of both the man a1~d woman in the
shanty underwent a quick change.
"Oh!" said the woman. "lf t,iat's what's ther
matter, I won't say no more."
"Well, that 's what's ther i:natter, all right,"
Glim went on to say. "A young galoot which
they call Young Wild West has found out that
ther bank was goin' ter be robbed, an' he's got
the tow'Il marshal in tow this very minute."
"Wnat!" gasped Mart Mord, his fac~ the picture of astonishment. "Young iNild ",\lest here
in Silver Crown?"
"He sartinly is, Cap."
"What brought him here, I wonder?"
"I don't know, Cap. He landed here with his
pards an' some gals an' a couple of heathen
Chinese, late yesterday afternoon. Didn't yer
hear about ther hot time up in front of ther
Silver Bug?"
"No; I just got home about an hour ago. I
was over to the Canyon, you know."
"Yes, I know. Well, this Young Wild West, a.~
they call him, made it lively fur so1)8.e cowboys,
I kin tell yer. Him an' his two pards licked six
of 'em in great shape, an' then ther boy done
some fancy shootin' ag'in one of their cowboys
who claimed ter be a champion. If he didn't
make that galoot look sick! Why, ther boy kin
handle a gun as quick as lightnin', an' he never
misses, Cap."
"Ye.", I have heard that said of him. He is
well known up in Denver, you know. I belonged
to a band that he broke up, and, though I was
not tbere at the time it happened, I heard enough
to make me believe that he was a very dangerous customer. But I can't understand why he
should happen to come to Silver Crown right at
this time. I know there is a price on my head
for being a bank robber, but I can't see how he
could have heard about it. It might be that he
has, though, and that he
traced me here.
Or it may be that he has 6,opped in here b.r
chance. But either way, if he knows that there
is a plan on foot to rob the babk he will do hi
level best to stop it. and he will come pretty near
getting us, too. Of course, I mean, if he is allowed to live!"
"But he mustn't be allowed ter live, Cap.
That's jest what I come ter see yer about. Tom
Ravel happened ter see Young- Wild West put
ther tools we'd been workin' with last night behind some busl1 es back of ther Bo:;:s Hotel, an'
,,hen he looked at 'em. an' found that they had
been took from under ther bank buildin', he lit
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out with 'em ter my shanty. Now, ther thing is
jest this: There ain't nobody as knows anything
about this but Young Wild West an' his pards
an' Jack Ryan, ther marshal. They're after us,
all right, an' they're sorter workin' on ther quiet.
1 don·t think they know any of us-I'm sure they
don't, in fact-so it oughter be easy fur you ter
think of a way ter git 'em in a trap."
"Well, if it is as you say, I think there won't
be much trouble about trapping the four of them.
But -murder is a bad thing to do, Glim. If a
man is caught and convicted for murder, he's
about as good as gone. But if he gets sent up
for robbing a bank there's always a chance for
him to get out of prison at some time or other.
I think the beS't way to do this would be , tO'
catch the four of them and put them somewhere
so they can't interfere until after we get the
money out of the bank. We had better do it tonight, too. We'll get in and blow the safe with
dynamite, and then light out for the Canyon. ·
Then if Young Wild West gets loose and feels
like following us, he can do so. He won't find us,
you can bet."
"That's right, Cap. I lrnowed you would soon
think of a way ter do it."
The woman, who had been strangely silent,
· but listening keenly to all that was said, now
went out of the shanty with a stealthy step.
"Something is"up," said Captain Mart Mord, in
a whisper. "Jennie has heard something. Leave
it to her, Glim; she can do, a great deal more
t.lian a good many men."
Glim shrugged his shoulders and looked uneasy. But just then the woman came back.
"What was the matter, Jennie dear?" asked
the captain.
"Well, I happened to think that Glim might
have been followed here, so I went out to find
out," was the reply. "Neithe1· of you thought
about anything like th~t, it seems."
"Did yer see any one?" asked Glim anxiously.
"No," was the reply. "But there could have
been, very easily." _
"Well, since there ain't no one, we kin feel
easy, then," said the villain.
"See here!" said the woman, turning to him
and almost piercing him with her dark eyes.
"Glim, are you sure that no one knows anything
about this business but the four you have
named?"
"Well, it looks that way, don't it?"
"Yes; but just tell me all you know about it-just what has happened, I mean. I am going to
have a say in this business."
"That's right, Glim," spoke up the captain.
t>She knows a thing or two, you bet!"
"All right, Mrs. Mord, I'll tel1 yer all I know
~bout it, which is abq.ut as much as any one
knows, outside of Young Wild West an' his pards
an' J ,a ck Ryan."
· The villain then related every point of it, answerin!s the questions she put to him readily. She
seemed to be satisfied.
"Go and lure the four to your shanty, and then
make them prisoners and keep them there until
the bank is cleaned out," she said. "While they
are being- looked for, you will have a good chance
to vet the money out of the bank. There is a
, hund red- thousand doll::irs, mostly in gold, in that
safe ',n the bank, and you know it, too. Tha~
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must belong to us before daylight comes to-morrow morning!"
•
The two men nodded. There was something
that was very impressive in the way the woman
spoke, and they were much enc<mraged. She
gathered up the checkers and the board, and
then motioned hei; husband and their visitor to
leave. Two minutes later they were on their way
to the shanty where the other two bank robbers
had been left. They had just entered when there
was a tearing sound in the rotten roof of the
shanty, and then down came a human form in
their midst!
"Young Wild West, by jingo!" exclaimed Glim,
as he recovered from his surprise and drew a revolve1·. Sure enough, it was our hero. He had
been partially stunned by the shock from the fall,
too, and before he could recover himself the villains had seized him and taken his weapons fro~
him.

--.~-

CHAPTER Vl.-The Villains Get a Strong Lead.
Wild follo\ved the three villains until they came
to the shanty of Glim's. He got up as close as
possible, and was just in time to see one of them
,go on and· leave two of them there. He quickly
decided to remain there and hear what he could,
for there was no doubt in his mind. that the othe:Pwould be back, and most likely be accompanied
by another man. They were going to consult the
captain, they had said, and our hero wantzd to
hear what was said. As the door of the shanty
w.as closed, the boy stepped up close to it. He
soon found that tpere were two windows to the
shanty, but both were covered from · the inside
in such a way that he could not see through
them, though a faint light shone through. He
went around the little building, treading softly,
so there would be no danger of his being discoverecl. . But there was no opening through which
he could peep, and though he could hear the low
voices of the two scoundrels, he had no Il]eans of
seeing them. The more the daring young deadshot tbou,gJ1t about it, the more desirous he became of looking at them. He went back .a few
'yards from the shanty in the rear, and then he
suddenly saw a light shining through a small
opening in the roof. This suggested something
right away. There was a good-sized tree grow-•
ing close to one end of the shanty, and one of
the stouter of the limbs hung directly over the
roof, at a distance of only a couple of feet from
it.
,
"I reckon I'll climb the tree and get upon the
1·oof," muttered Wild. "If I can get to the hole
the light shines thi-ou.gh, I ought to be able to
look right down upon them."
No sooner decided upon than he proceeded to
carry the plan into action. Up the tree he went,
using the stealth that ha was so capable of, and
once upon the limb that branched over the
thatched roof of the shanty he started to creep
out upon it. It bent and swayed under his weight,
but not sufficiently to touch the roof and make a
noise that would attract the attention of those
below. He kept on going out upon the · limb, and
just as the end of it fairly touched the roof he
found himself almost directly over the break
through which came the light. Wild could ~ow
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see the interior of the cabin, and the conversa- volver in hand. But there was no one to be seen
tion of the two men below came to his ears quite he heard, He went around the shanty, looked on
'
plainly.
the roof, and then went around again. Satisfied
"How do yer think it kin be managed, Tom?" that the boy had been the only one spying upon
them, he came back. ,
Wild heard one of the villains say.
"Now you see how mistaken you were when
"I don't jest know," was the rep1y. "But what
Mart Mord don't know aoout sich things ain't you thouglft that Yourug Wild West did not know
worth knowin'. He's ther captain of our gang, who it was that had taken the tools," he said, /
which he likes so much ter call his 'bank robbe1· shaking his head.
"Well, it's au the1>- better fur us. I re-::!,o'1," ~-.band'; an' he's ther one ter make ararngements
fur sich thingE;. Glim won't be long in gittin' swered Glim, who was standing close to oul' hero,
ihim here. His wife might not want him ter a revolve!' pressed against his _temple. "We've
come out, since he's been away all day an' she · got ther Wol'st one of ther lot, ain't we?"
"Yes, that's right. How do you feel, youn 6
seems ter like ter have him in ther house at
night. But he'll come, jest ther same, as soon as feller? Pretty smart trick you, were pl:J.yi::_,-,
•
wasn't it?"
he hears what's in ther \\ind."
"Oh, ther captain will come, all right," the
The last remark was addressed to our hero,
first speaker said confidently. "She'll be mighty who had been quickly bound with a rope, so he
glad ter let him come when she hears what's up. could n9t use his hands or feet.
"Well, I had a little bad luck," was the cool
She's as mucli internsted in robbin' ther bank as
,a ny of us. She expects ·ter get' a good share of retort. "If I had known the roof was as weak as
,ther hundred thousand, ye know. Then ther cap- that I shouldn't have put my weight upon it.
But it's all right, 1 reckon."
tain's goin' ter take her back ter Denver."
Wild was now· quite himself, and as cool as he
"Well, it'll be ' about ther best strike we've
made, I 1,eckon. A hundred thousand dollars ter always was. , He ha4 been slightly stunned by
be divided up among ther four of us ain't so bad, the fall, but it was only momentary. He was
even if ther captain iloes take a third fur man- satisfied that the villains did not mean to kill
agin'' ther busin~ss. Two-thirds of a hundred him, but .meant to keep him from interfering with
thousand dollars will make over twenty-thousand them in their work of robbing the bank.
"Now, then, Cap, how are we goin' ter glt ther
dollars apiece fur ther three of us. I reckon
we'll all light out fur some other place as soon rest of 'em?" asked Glim.
"That will be p1·ett-y easy, I think. You and
as we git it. Ther money is mostly in gold, too,
Tom just go back to the sa.loon. If they are in
so it will be harder to carry than greenbacks."
"Well, we'll git it, as sure as mv name are then~, buy a drink, and then come out again right
away. They 'will follow you, as a matter of
Tom Reva!!"
"An' we'll spend it, too, as sure as mine is Dick course. Dick and I will be waiting with a couple
of la.i·iats, and if we can't rope them as they
Jones!"
Wild was not a little interested when he heard come up here, I'll give up the business of robbing
all this. But what he wanted to learn the most banks, that's all. Go on right away. Then com~
was how the villains expected to trap him and back straight to the shanty here."
ihis partne1·s and the marshal. That he would
learn when the captain came. As he coµld not
see the two men very well, Wild took the ris-k of
CHAPTER VII.-Ho,v the Trick Was Played,
leaving the branch of the tree and resting his
weight upon the roof. There was a slight crackWild had not been gone very long when Jim
ing as he did this. The two villains talked for happened to think that he was to get some
fully ten minutes. Then the boy on the roof needles for Eloise at the store.
heard footsteps approaching.
"Charlie," he said, "I am going to the store for
"Ahl" he exclaimed, breathing a sigh of re- something, and then I'll run over to the hotel a
lief. "I reckon Glim, as they call him, is com- minute. I'll ·be right back. If Wild needs me
ing. There are two of them, so the captain must for anything, tell him to wait a minute or two."
be with him."
"All right, Jim," answered the scout. "Go
Those inside did not hear the footsteps as ahead."
quickly as he did. fl'hey pricked up their ears
Dart hastily left the saloon. He went to the
when they did hear them, and the one ca.lied Dick store and got what he wanted, and then he hasJones got up and went to the door. In came Glim tened to tne hotel. · Eloise w,as waiting for him,
and the captain, ,and Wild moved his position for s1he had some sewinig to do, and she had no
slightly, so he might get a good view of the lat- needle of the kind she wanted. As Jim gave them
ter's face. The next instant he felt the roof to her and turned to go, Arietta looked sharply
sinking beneath his hands; then came a tearing at him and said:
\
sound, and dowri he went!
"Where is Wild?"
_In vai~ did h~ try to clutch something to stay
"He's on the track of something, Arietfa," was
his· fall, and, with a thud, he landed on the floor the reply. "I expect to meet him over at the
below. Dazed and confused by the suddenness of Silver Bug Sa.loon."
"What is he on the track of?"
it all, he fell an easy victim to the three men, as
"Would-be bank robbers."
Glim had certainly acted
has been stated.
.
quickly.
"What!"
"What do yer think of this?" he exclaimed, in
All three of the girls were greatly surprised,
triumph. "Cap, run outside an' see if there's since tJhey hfl,d heard nothing of what was going
,any more of 'em around."
on. As they were alone just then, Jim delayed
Mord heard and understood. Out he went, re- returning long enough to tell them.
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"Well, I thought it would be strange if we did
not 1-un into some kind of an adventure here,"
said Arietta, shaking her head. "The fight with
the cowboys was only a tame affair, and I knew
somethin,_!{ really startling would have to follow.
That is the way it usually is, you know. Bank
robbers, ch? Well, that is pretty good. I think
I'll have to take a hand in this game myself. But
I'll give you a chance first. Tell Wild I don't
want him to stay out vC'ry long to-nig-½t, for
someth_ing tf''.'s me that he will get into dang"'r
if he does."
"All 1·ight," Jim replied, and then he went out
and hastened back to the saloon.
Charlie and Jack Ryan were almost in the exact spot where he had left them, and th~re were
no signs of Wild or the men he had gone out to
follow. The marshal was talking with the proprietor of the place and anothe1· man, but he
never once mentioned a thing about the proposed
robbery of the bank. He had decided to let
Young Wild West work the thing out to a climax, and then he would be ready to act. Just
then the cowboys, who had been making the
rounds of the town, came in. Hop was still in
the saloon. When they saw Hop they let out a
yell. But it was not because they meant him
any harm.
The lesson they had received at the hands of
Youn.g Wild West and his partners had taught
them to be a little different toward that particular Chinaman. They nearly all had black eyes
and swollen faces as the i-esult of the fist fight in
front of the saloon, but they did not seem to
mind this in the least. The fact was that they
had imbibed so much "bug-juice," as they termed
it, that they felt no pain from the blows they
had received, and, as far as their looks went,
they did not care.
"Wow!" yelled· Stinger Sam, slamming his fist
down upon the bar. "Come here, heathen! I'm
goin' ter treat yer to ther best there is in ther
shebang. I don't bear you no grudge, if your
boss did lick me like thunder. I'm glad I got
licked! I'm a bad cowboy from ther Two Star
Ranch, but I know when I hit my head ag'in a
tree; I ain't a hog, nor nothin' like one, 'cause I
always knows when I've got enougb. Landlord,
put out medicine fur seven! My money is putty
nigh gone, but that don't make no difference;
there's plenty more money. Ther printin' presses
of ther Government is turnin' it out every day.
Money was made ter spend, not only ter work
fur! Hooray! Whoopee! Wow!"
"You velly nicee man, so be," Hop said, as he
lined up alongside the cowboy. "You catchee me
wjth um lope, but me no care."
"Yes, I roped yer, all right," was the reply,
"an' Young WildWest shot my horsehair rope in
two. I didn't like that very much. But thunder!
what was I goin' ter do? I said I would spank
him, but sayin' things an' doin' 'em is two different conglomerations, as I've found out. Drink,
you slant-eyed galoot-drink! You're all wool
on both sides, 'cause ·you're Young Wild West's
Chinee. If yer wusn't his Chinee, you'd be runnin' around ther sand hills with about a yard
less pigtail at this very minute. Whoopee!"
Stinger Sam was certainly right in "trim," and
though he said his money was pretty nearly gone,
he pulled out a couple of five-dollar bills and
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threw them on the floor. Out came his gun and
he began shooting at them till the chambers were
empty.
"There yer are!" he cried, as he picked up the
bills, which were pretty well riddled, and placed
them on the_bar; "treat ther house, landlord, an'
we'll call it square!"
The saloonkeeper agreed to this, for he knew
he could redeem the bills; and, besides, treating
the house did not include those sitting at tne
card tables. The result was that Stinger Sam
paid for really more than was put on the bar.
But he did Qot stop to consider this. He was on
a spree, and the quicker his money was gone, the
better he would feel. Though he must have seen
Charlie and Jim, he did not address them personally. They accepted his invitation, however,
so there was no chance for h:m to say anything
on that score. The cowboys then got very noisy.
Some of them wanted to sing and the rest tried
to show how loud they could yell
Our two
friends and the marshal stepped· outside. They
were all wondering what was keeping Wild so
1ong. They soon had cause to think that something was wrong, for who should show up but
two of the men the young deadshot had followed.
Charlie gave Jim a nudge and whispered:
"Them galoots is up ter somethin'; yer kin bet
on it!"
·
"I - wonder where the other fe11ow is?" Dart
ans,vered, lookin.g a little puzzled.
"But where's Wild?
That's the question,"
spoke up Jack Ryan.
The two villains appeared to be a little uneasy
when they went past the trio, and Charlie took
pa.ins to watch them as they went to the bar.
They got something to drink as soon as it could
be served to them, and then, looking around, as
though afraid of being followed, they made for
the rear door of the saloon.
"Come on, boys!" whispered the scout.
"I
reckon we had better see where they go."
He !ed t~e ,yay aronnd the building and they
were Just m time to see the two men striking
out across a vacant piece of ground. All unconscious of the danger that threatened them they
set out to follow the villains. The two' bank
robbers certainly played their part well. As ignorant as they were, they showed great tact, and
though they surely knew that they were being
followed, they never once seemed to act so.
Straight for the shanty where Young Wild West
was a pri~oner they made their way, and after
them came Charlie, Jim and Ryan. When they
reached the door, they paused and looked around
through the gloom of the night, and the three
crouched behind some bushes and waited. Then
they went inside, and our hero's partners and the
marshal got up and tiptoed their way toward the
shanty. It was just then that something happened. A wire noose encircled Charlie, pinning
his arms to his sides, and then around Jim and
Ryan went the rone. Zip! It tightened <'v;ckly
and down went all three in a heap!
·

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Forg.ets.
As soon as they saw that Young Wild West's
two partners had left the place, the cowboys
began to get a little more free with Hop. The
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Chinaman noticed this right away, and he decided that 'he had better leave. 1i; so happened
that he took the,_ chance just aftex Glim and Tom
Ravel went out by the back way. The cl:!ver
Chinaman left by the rear door, too, and he wa8
just in time to see three forms di sap pea ring in
the darkness among the trnes and brushe;, that
were scattered about. But though he had not
caught much of a look at them, Hop easilr recognized one of them as Cheyenne Charlie.
""Whattee mattee ?" he aske.d himself. "Me
have go findee out, so be. Misler Wild and Misler J im go lookee for somebody, so be; takee man
'lon.6 , too. Where Misler Wild?"
r Then he thought for a moment and came to. the
conclusion ,that there was something that needed
Ms immediate attention. As the reader is aware,
Ho1> was a very shrewd f.ellow. He could figure
out things and dr,aw conclusions as quick as the
average person-and a little quicker, probal'>ly.
It struck him right away that Charlie, Jim a.>J.d
the marshal were after the two men who had
left the saloon but a minute before him. He at
once started after them. But it so happt·ned
that he missed them after he had gone about a
hundred yards, and while he was looking around
for a sight of them again, he suddenly heard cries
from off to. the -r ight. They were stifled cries,
too and that certainly meant that something was
wr~ng. He located the_ exad direction and huri-ie,d away, stepping softly, so he would not be
discove1·ed. 'l'he "'·ies had ceased almost immediately, and he hat.. nothing further to guide him
for the space of half a minute. Then his quick
ears cau1ght the unmistakable sounds of low
•
voices.
Hop pushed his way through the bushes carefully and came iit sight of a shanty. ,But that
was not all! :ij,e could readily c!istinguish.-,the
forms of several mep.. Then he knew what was
, up. Some one had been caught and was being
' lmstled into the shanty. He could not see how
many, but he knew there was more -than one,
•ib,owever. He took the risk of moving a little
c1oser, but just then the door of the shanty was
closed, and all was in darkness. The Celestial
did not stop, but moved right along until he was
withfa a few feet of the shanty. All was still
within. Hop did not know exactly what to do.
If Charlie and Jim were prisoners inside the
shanty, he would have a small chance of liberat. jng them while their captors were there with
them.
After listening a while, he 'heard a voice state
that the prisoners were not to be harmed in any
way, and after the job on hand had been attended
to they could get loose the best way they could.
This caused Hop to brighten up considerably.
Young Wild West and the others were in no great
danger, after all. He thought for a minute or
two, and then he came to a decision.
"Me allee samee ,g o and tell Missy Alietta, so
be," he muttered. "She velly muchee smartee
girl, and she know whatee do, so be."
Without any loss of time he set oilt for the
hotel. But he had a weakness, as the reader
knows. He was too fond of tanglefoot .by far.
He thought he would go into the saloon, since it
was on his way, ~d get another drink. Once
inside it, his atte~ion was attracted by a game
of dice that the cowboys l1ad sta1-ted up. They
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were throwing for money, as well as the drinks,
and t.b,ey occupied the biggest part of the bar.
The sight of the mo.ney lying there caused Hop
to forget -h is important errand.
"Hel'e!" called out Stinge.r Sam, as he caught
sight of the Celestial. "Got any money, you
,
heathen galoot?"
"Me ,g ottee allee samee plenty money, so be,"
was the quick reply; and he lost no time in show'
ing his roll.
That was quite _enough. Hop joined in the
game. The drinks ca.me fast, and the first thing
he knew he had imbibed altogether too much.
He won money, ho,vever, though he did not wo:k
the trick dice he always had in his pocket. The
fact was that the Chinaman had been going it a
little too strong during the evening, and when it
came mid11ight he stagg-ered into the back room
and dro:eped into a...chair, along with several of
the cowboys. Hop went to s!~ep, all thoughts of
Youn.g Wild West and his partners having left
him entirely. Meanwhile the girls at the hotel
were in a state of worriment. When midnight
came and Wild and his partners had not got
back, they decided that someth_ing was wrong.
But they only knew as much as Jim had told
them, and that hardly gave a clue to their where-abouts. However, they managed to make themselves believe that the business they were on
kept them out late, and they tried to make the
best of it. Anna was the more cheerful one of
the three, and after a -w hile she induced Arietta
and Eloise to retire with her. But it is safe to
say that neither of them got much sleep, for
they were almost continually listening for the
return of the "boys,-" as they called them. The
night passed on. It was just before daylight
when Arietta arose and made preparations to
leave the building. She could stand it no longer.
Neither Anna nor Eloise tried to dissuade her
now, for they kne,.,v it would be useless.
"I will find them," she said, shaking her head
decisively. "I will not stop until I do."
They admonished he1· to be careful, and then
the brave girl set out on her misison. But where
was she to go to look for them? That was the
question. She thought of Hop. He might know
something about them. The hotel, like the saloons of the mining towns, was kept open all
night. Arietta did not Msitate to go to the door
of the barroom and ask for Hop. It so happened
that there was a man there, who had lately come
from the Silver Bug Saloon. He quickly informed her that the Chinaman was asleep in the back
room of the saloon. Having decided upon questioning Hop before she went any further, Arietta hurried to the saloon, after thanking her informant for the information he had given her.
She went around to the rear door and, opening it,
pi,cked out the sleeping Celestial right ~way.
"Hop!" she called out loudly.
The Chinam'an awoke with a start. He rubbed
hi.s eyes and, looking at the girl in surprise, exclaimed:
"Whattee mattee, Missy Alietta ?"
"Come here; I want you!"
"Allee liiht!" and being partly sobered by this
time, he hurried out of the l'Oom after her.
"Hop, where is Wild?"
The Chinaman ,gave a start, looked frightened
for a moment, and then answei-ed:
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"Me velly solly me gittee dlunk, Missy Alietta;
me knowee where Misler Wild is, so be. Um bad
Melican mans allee samee gottee in um shanty,
i;,o be. Misler Charlie and Misler Jim !ere, too;
and um marshal lere, too, so be. Me velly solly
me gittee dlunk and forgittee!"

CHAPTER IX.-The Prisoners in the Shanty.
Charlie and Jim ce1·tain.ly had been taken by
surprise. Captain Mart Mord had worked his
plans nicely, and, as h~ remarked when_ the thre,e
captives were hustled rnto the shanty, 1t couldn t
have turned out any better if it had taken hours
to figure out the scheme. The rope had so entano-led
the thi-ee that they were in the power of
0
th e four vilfains before they could do a thing to
free them1;;elves. Once into the shanty, they were
quickly made secure, and. the~ Qhar!ie and J im
looked around and saw Wild s1ttmg m a corner,
utterly helpless. Then, af~er remarking ho:¥ easy
it had all been accomplished, the captam observed:
'
.
"Now, boys, don't talk loud. I hardly t~m.k
we can look for anybody else to come, _but it is
better to be as silent about this as possible. We
have got all those who are supposed to know
anything about our business, and that means that
we can go ahead without any _in~erference. The
watchman will fall an easy victim, I know, for
he is not dreaming of such a thing as the bank
being robbed.''
"When are we goin' te1· do it, Cap?" asked
Glim. who was dcli,g hted at the success of the
scheme and was taking care to make Cheyenne
Charlie so secure that he could hardly move.
"Just when the day begins to break will be
the proper time," was the captain's reply. "Most
!'Yerybody will be asleep then. Of course! the
gambling element will be awake, but they will be
Fo interested in their games that they won't ~e
able to do anything. As soon as thE; safe 1s
blown open we will get the money and ride away.
Our horses must be ready, of course."
"How about your wife, Cap?" asked one of
the villains. .
.
,,
"That is tlfo only thing that is bothermg me,
replied Mord shaking his head. "I suppose,
though that ~he will have to go, too, as these
fellows' will get loose sooner or later, and they
have heard enough from us to be able to stop her
from leaving. But I know_ what I'll do! _I'll
i,tart her off now. One thmg about my wife,
boys, she is not afraid of anything, a1:d she knows
the way all right. What few belongmgs we have
got can' be packed on a horse-those that are
:really worth anything, I mean. Then she can set
out, and by the time we overtake her _we'll all
be safe. A hundred thousand dollars 1s worth
making a sac1·ifice for, you know."
"Especially as that's all yer come here fur,"
added Tom Ravel, with a chuckle.
"That's right. Now; I reckon I'll go and stari
the mistress off right away."
.
But before leaving he turned to the captives
and remarked :
"Well, what do you fellows think of this gam_e,
anyhow? You had no idea that you had Captam
:M?J.t Mord, the famous bank robber, to deal with,
• • did you?"

'
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"That·s all right," answered Young ,Wild '\Vest
coolly. "You tre not clone yet. You haven't got
the money from the bank yet, in fact. How do
you know you will get it?"
"Oh, we'll get it," was the confident reply.
"And if you should happen to ,g et loose and start
after us, it will be a race for gold that ) ou'll be
riding; but you 'll lose the race, Young Wild
West! I know that, for you'll never follow our
trail. I flatter myself that I know just what I
am doing. I have cleaned out banks in mining
towns before, you know."
"That may be. But something tell s m e that
you won't clean out many more. I don't know
why, but I think that way."
Mord laughed, turned around, and, after a few
whispered words with his men, left the shanty.
Jack Ryan was very much put out by what had
happened. He felt sure that the villains would
accomplish their purpose, and if it had not been
for the coolness of our hero he would hav tried
to make some kind of terms with them. But he
stuck it out bravely, for he did not want his
companions in trouble to think that he was a
coward. When the leadel' had gone Tom Ravel
sat down before the prisoners, and, fixing his
eyes on Wild, said:
"I'd jest like ter have yer answer me one question, Young Wild West."
"Well, what is it?" our hero answered. "i\Iaybe
I'll answer it, and maybe I won't."
"How did yer find out that we was goin' ter
rob ther blamed old bank, anyhow?"
"Well, I · don't mind telling you that much.
'I'hat fellow there," nodding toward Glim, "a.~ted
sort of suspicious to me, and I went around to
the rear of the bank after he went into the Silver
Bug at dusk last night. I took a good look
around, and I wasn't two minutes in finding that
one of the stones of the foundation was loose.
I got at work right away, and I soon removed
the stone. Then I found the tools you've got
here under the building. I took them around to
the rear of the Boss Hotel and, leaving them·
there, went in to inquire about the town marshal.
You see, I imagined that there was a plan on foot
to rob the bank, and· I wanted to get at work to
prevent it. I haven't any more use for bank
robbers than I have for horse thieves, and it is a
pleasure to me every time I can nail them. Well,
to let you know all about it, I found Mr. J~ck
Ryan, who is here. with us, and we went outside,
so I might show him what I had found. But the
too ls were gone, so I couldn't show him. But
I'll show him now. There they are, Marshal."
The young deadshot nodded toward the bunch
of tools lying on the floor as calmly as though
everything was all right, and he was glad to be
able to convince the man that what he had told
him was the truth.
"I see 'em," Ryan answered. "But I reckon it
won't do me no good now."
"Well, you are satisfied that what I told you
was right, are you not?"
"Oh, sartin I am. I believe what yer sa id. anyhow. You know that, Wild."
"All right. Now, to finish my story," and,
turning to Tom Ravel, he went on:
"We knew that some one had taken the tools,
of course, ,:o we lit out for the Silver Bug, where
you had gone in, follo,;·ed by my two partners.
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It was a pretty sure thing that the galoot who
took the tools would come and let you know about
it, wasn't it?"
"Maybe it was putty sure," the villain admitted.
"Of course. And that -is just what happened.
Then w'h at was more probable than that some
one should follow you when you left the saloon?"
"I understand it all now. Yer was putty smart,
but not quite as smart as yer thought yer was."
One of them then went outside and took a
thorough look around the premises. Finding
nothing in the way of a human being there, he
came back. Then all three began smoking and
drinking occasionally from the bottle that was on
the table. But after a while they began to grow
drowsv.
"Gl{m," said Jones, "one of us has igot ter stay
awake, that's sure. But there ain't no use in all
three of us doin' it at one time. S'pose we draw
Jots ter see who it is ter do it fur ther first hour
or so?"
Glim was satisfied, and so was Tom Ravel, so
they settled it in short order by drawing matches.
It fell to the lot of the ma.ll who had suggested
it, and, after making sure that their prisoners
were secure, the other-'? lay down on some. blankets and were soo~ snoring.

CHAPTER X.-Critical Moment Draws Near.
"Viell what have you done about the business,
Mart?"' asked the wife of the leader of the bank
robbern, as he came back to the shanty.
"EYerything is all ananged, my dear," was the
reply. "In order to make it a success, from the
start. you have got to leave town as soon as
possible."
"Good!"
It might Beem strange that the woman should
ans,vel" in this way, but the fact was that she
was longing to get back to a gay life in Denver,
and the time to leave the little mining town she
detested so could not come too quick. The woman. now pl"oceeded to gather together what she
wished to take with her on the trip through the
wild country to the Canyon, which ·was a small
From
mining camp about ten miles distant.
there she would take the trail that led over the
mountains to a good-sized town, where there was
a railrnacl station. The trail to the Canyon was
very sandy, for the most part, and the bank l"Obbers hoped to elude pursuit by their tracks being
obliterated by the wind. Mord had three ho_rses,
and one of them was to be used as a pack arumal.
He assisted his wife to get ready, and in less
than an hour she mounted and, taking the pack
horse by the bridle, bade her husband good-by
and set out.
"Be sure and come," she added, a$ she rode
away.
"Oh, I'll join you, never fear!" was the reply.
The leader of the bank robbers was very confident, for he thought he was going to have everything his own way. He sat down in the deserted
shanty after she had gone, and as he got to
thinking he fell into a doze. From th.e doze he
dropped off into a sound sleep. How long he
slept with his head lying on the table he did not
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exactly know, but he was suddenly awakened by
hearing some one in the room. Looking . up, hei
saw Glim standing over him.
"What's ther matter, Cap?" asked the villain.
"Have yer been asleep? Come! We've got tel'
be doin' somethin'. It'll soon be daylight."
"What!" cried Mord, as he sprang to his feet..
"Was I fool enough to drop off asleep? Thunder! That is something unusual for. me. But I
suppose it was all because I felt a little lonely
after my wife left, Glim. Anyhow, it is all
right. I am glad you came, though."
"Oh, yer kin bet that we w-asn't goin' ter let
yer sleep all night, Cap. We're itchin' ter git
ther money an' git away \\'ith it."
"That's right. How are the prisonet·s getting
on?"
"They're all asleep, I reckon, Cap. They seem
ter take it mighty easy, though."
"Well, they may as well, I suppose. But they'll
be mighty uneasy when they hear the dynamite
explosion. Ha, ha, ha! That >w·ill hurt Young
Wild West as much as though some one shot
him."
Glim laughed.
"Maybe it would be a good thing if he did git
s'hot, Cap," he answered.
"No. We won't have anything like that against
us. If we get half an hour's start of them they'll
neveT catch us. The wind is blowing p1·etty good
and the sand will drift."
The two now hurried from the shanty and
around it to a shed. Mord quickly saddled his
horse, and then 'h e went to a bal'I"el that stood
outside and got two sticks of dynamite.
"You know
"Take these, Glim," he said.
enough to be careful how you handle them."
"I reckon I do, Cap," was the reply.
Morel mounted and rode at a walk to the other
shanty, his companion walking along with the
dynamite. Reaching,- it, the captain dismounted
and entered. The prisoners were there in charge
of Jones, Tom Ravel having gone to saddle the
horses, so they would be ready to $tart. The
lamp was dimly burning inside the shanty, but
the captain could see that the prisoners were
·
awake.
"Well, Young- Wild West," said he, smiling confidently, "it will soon be over. I hope you will
enjoy yourself hem until some one comes along
to liberate you."
"I will try and make out," was the reply:
"Well, it is a good thing- that you've got a way
of taking things cool. If );ou was one of the excitable kind you mi,ght have a fit over this."
The captain laughed as he spoke.
"Come on, Cap; I reckon we'd better hurry a
little," spoke up Tom Ravel just then. "It'll be
gittin' daylight in a few minutes now."
"Al! right, Tom," was the reply. "Now, _inst
see if the prisoners are good and fast, and then
we'll go. Look out for the <lyn~mite, Glim."
"I've got her, all right. Cap," was Glim's reply.
"I'm goin' ter lead my nag:."
"Let Dick do that; you go ahead with the dynamite and get around hchind the bank. Tom
will carry the tooL, and I will attend to the
watchman."
It w~1.s certainly galling to our hei·o :md his
partnr.rs tq hear all this planning, which was
done in such a cool ::rnd con11<lcnt mam:.cr. '1'h3
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me:i c:G:"!·.'r.ed the knots in the ropes that bound
t .. ,1, :s ..• ,, aft«r tightening them whez·e they
thought tliey needed it, ~Y all went out, putting
out the light and closing the door of tlfo shanty
after them. They had taken pains to gather up
what they could carry away on horseback in the
way of blankets and the things they would need
to cook with while in the mountains. As soon
as they were gone, Wild made a desperate efl'or't
- to free himself. Taking the Q.ue, the re!st tried
the same thing. But they found it was no use,
for the men who had bound them knew their
business perfectly.
"This is what I call mighty tough medicine ter
swaller;" said the scout, with something like a
groan of despair.
"Don't give up yet, Charlie," answered Wild.
"There may be a way out of this yet."
"I can't see w11ere it's comin', Vv'.ild," was the
retort. "In about ten minutes from now we'll
hear an explosion and then ·we'll know that ther
bank safe is blowe<:l up. Ther sneakin' galoots
woP't be long in gittin' away then."
"There is one chance, Charlie."
"What is 1:lkat?"
"Jim told the girls about the proposed .,j:.'Ob·
6e1·v."
"Yes, that's right."
hand! See if she
on
"Well, Arietta will be
isn't."
"She might be lookin' fur us, but will she find
us? Not till after ther thing is done, most
likely."
"I have been expecting to hear from her before
this," ~poke up Jim. "She said she mi~ht take a
hand in the game, or something to that effect,
when I left."
"Well, if she had ]mown where we were she
would have had us out of this before now, I
1·eckon," Charlie obse1'ved.
"It isn't likely she would start out until she
found out that we did not show up until morning·," Jim said, shaking his head, though his partners could not see him, as it was too dark in the
shanty for tl1at. "She may start out to look for
us after daylight."
Wild was forced to come to the conclusion that
Jim was about right.
"Say," said the marshal dismally, "this is awful
bad business. Dan Hull, ther bank president,
will be ruined. I'll bet he'd make ther feller rich
almost what could stop this business."
"Well, the galoots won't get so very far with
their booty, if they do manage to blow up the
safe," replied our hero. "We'll ,get after them,
I
and we'll see if we can't follow the trail.
reckon we have followed just as bad ones before,
eh, boys?"
"You bet we have!" exclaimed Dart.
"I ll.ii:i.'t afraid about that pai<t of it," the scout
rstorted. "But it-seems ter be a shame ter let...
'em git ther money in their clutches."
Just then there came a gentle tap_ on the door.
Tlie four p1·isoners pricked up their ears.
"Hello!" called out Wild softly.
Then the door opened and a match was lighted.
By the flickering flame cast out by the match the
prisoners saw Arietta and Hop stanaing before
them.
"Just in time!" exclaimed our 'hero. "Boys, I
reckon we'll be on hand, after all."
c
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CHAPTER XL-The Villains Rob the-, Bank.
Hop lost no time in leading Arietta to the
shanty. Thoµgh she was angered at him for the
way he had acted, she freely forgave him when
she beheld the prisoners alive and well. It was
but the work of a moment for Arietta to· cut Wild
loose. Then, as he got upon his feet and stretched his cramped limbs, she turned her attention to
the rest.
"You have got to hurry," slie said. "Don't let
them get away with the money, Wild."
"Not if I can help it, Et," was the reply.
"Come on, then."
Our friends gathered up what had been left of
their weapons by the villains and went outside.
They were a little stiff at first, but soon they got
themselves in shape, and then they started on a
It was only a short distance to the bank,
1 un.
but before they were halfway there, there came
a loud explosion.
"They've bl owed up ther safe!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's just what they have clone," Wild answered. , "Hop, you run ahead and saddle Spitfire. .I may want him."
"Allee l'ight, Misler Wild."
The Chinaman was only too glad to be aske,d_
to do somethin,g. He felt deeply ashamed of himself for having failed to immediately tell Arietta
of his discove1.v of the night before. Straight
for the bank our hero and his companions 1·1t:11·
It was less than a minute after the explosion
when they reached it. The gray c1·awn was break·
ing and objects were distinguishable. One of the
windows of the bank building was badly smashed
and the door was open. Wild leaped forward to
the door, revolver in hand. A mocking laugh
sounded from within, and then he stumbled over
a prostrate form. By the time he could get upon
his feet the clatter of hoofs sounded from the
rear of the building. The villains had got away.
Wild rushed in, not paying any attention to the
body he had stumbled over. He quickly saw how
it was that 'the bank robbers had made their escape so quickly. The safe had stood in a comer,
and when the dynamitefwas used on it, a portion
of the building was blown away, making a place
o'f egress larger than the regular doonvay. •
"They have got away, boys!" shouted our hero.
"See to the fellow }ying on the floor there. He
must be the watchman, and maybe he isn't dead."
Wild leaped thro.ugh the opening and made a
bee-line for the stable of the hotel, He got there
just as Hop was leading his horse out. Only
pausing long enough to examine the saclcllegi1ths,
Young Wild West swung himself into the saddle.
As he came around to the front of the bank he
saw Jim tying a bandage about a man's head:
It was the watchman; he could easily tell thatmuch. As the boy reined in his stee,<.l the clatter,
of hoofs sounded on the street ahead.
"There t~ey go, Wild!" cried Arietta, pointin;t_
to, the fleeing bank robbers. "The watchman
says they got the money, too. Don't- let them
get away."
"All right, Et," was the reply, and, putting the
sorrel to a gallop, he started in pursuit.
It was just then that a man, hatless ancL half
dressed, appeared from around the corner of a'
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shanty. It was the I::·esident of the bank and
the heaviest stockholder in it.
"Ca,tch them, Young Wild West," he shouted,
"and twenty-five per cent. of the money is yours."
The dashing young deadshot heard this, and
he shouted back:
"I'll get them, if they can be got!"
Jim now left the wounded watchman, who had
been dragged out of the building by him, in the
charge of Arietta and the president, and after
Charlie he went to get the horses. Then it was
that something happened. A horseman came
teariTug around the corner of the bank, straight
for Arietta. Before she could get out of the
way the horse made a swerve, and then an arm
encircled her waist and she was drawn upon the
back of. the steed! It was surely a daring per~ formance, but when we say that ·it was Mart
Mord who did it, the reader wiJl not be much
surprised. The leader of the bank robbers realized that they would surely get caught unless
something could be done quickly. As he was
riding away, and heard the hoofbeats of Young
Wild West's horse in hot pursuit, he thought of
a plan which he thought would save them.
"Keep right on, boys!" he called out. "I am
going back and get that girl. · With her in our
possession they won't dare to chase us up too
close. I will threaten to take her life unless they
stop, and you can bet that we will come pretty
close to winning out, too!"
Back he went, and in less than a minute he
had accomplished h is purpose. Arietta uttered a
-scream, which was heard by Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart. But by this time the whole town
\\·as astir. The cowboys, who had been aroused
by the explosion, now came out with their horses.
·T.hen the scout and Dart came along. The president of the bank and the watchman quickly let
them know what had happened to the ,girl.
"It was Mart Mord who bad her!" the latter
exclaimed. "He is the one who knocked me down
when they came in the bank, too .. You must
hurry, if you want to save the gnl and the
money. Mord has got one of the fastest horses
in these parts."
But neither Charlie nor Jim heard what he
said. Already they were on the trail, and riding close behind them were the six cowboys.
Meanwhile Arietta was being borne along with
the speed of the wind. As the watchman had
"iaid, Mord had .a very fast horse. The girl had
I'.llt expected anything like that to happen. Consequently she fell an easy victim to the quickthink:ng leader of the bank robbers. As he
swung her across the horse in front of him he
let the reins drop and swung the encl of a rope
aronncl her body. Another quick turn and her
arros were pinned to her sides.
"Easy, young lady!" he said persuasively.· "You
will not be harmed, providing you do as you are
told. We, have got the money, and we mean to
get away with it. You must be the means to
allow U§. to do it. I am a desperate m~n, remember!"
"You are a scoundrel!" cried the girl, as she
made an effort - to free herself and drop to the
ground.
But he quickly swung, the rope around her for
another turn, and then she was hard and fast.
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T'hen she let out a scream for help, for the second time.
"That's right," said Mord. "I want them to
know that I ·have got you. Young Wild West
will turn to look for you, and then my pards will
get away. They have got the mop.ey; I haven't
a dollar of it. Ha, ha, ha! My scheme is working to perfection, as quick as I was in making
it up."
The villain now guided the horse off to the
right. He 'had only been at Silver Crowd a few
days, but in that time he had made a study of
the surrounding country. He knew just which
way to go in order to elude his pursuers. If he
followed the trail his partners took, he might
come upon Young- Wild West, too, and that was
why he swung off to the right. It was growin.glig'hter every minute· now, and the ye!1ow streaks
that ran athwart the eastern sky denoted the
approach of a clear, brigl1t day. A gentle wind
was blowing from the Southwest, and as it <rrew
lighter it increased. But it was nothing l'ke a
gale, so if the villains had depended upon it to
drift the sand and conceal the prints of their
horses' hoofs they would have been disaTJpointed.
On rode the bank robber, holding his fair prisoner firmly upon the horse. Mord was now certain that Young Wild West mtfst have heard the
scream of the girl, and he was hoping that he
had turned back to find out w'hat the trouble
was. It was a desperate game he was playin, 5,
for there was a hundred ,thousand dollars at
stake.
"If they only knew enough to take to the ra-vine," he thought. "Then the boy -might make a
mistake and follow the trail of Jennie. It is
about the only chance we've g-ot.'~
" He covered half a mile, and then he reached
the ravine he had in mind. Then it was that, an
exclamation of satisfaction esc-aped his lips. The
fresh prints of horses' hoofs showed plainly in
the clamp soil. Arietta, seeing how elated he
was, screa~d at the tol? of her voice:
"Wild! Wild! Save me!"
"Shut up!" exclaimed the villain fiercely. "We_
are going to get away with the money, or you
will die!" •
CHAPTER XII.-Great Luck of the Chinaman.
Hop Wal1 felt so badly over what his negligence had caused that he tried hard to think of
something he could do to make amends for it.
He got the. horses of Charlie and Jim ready and
turned them over to them. Then, when he heard
the shriek of Arietta, he hastened to saddle his
own horse.
"Me havee workee velll'. muchee hard now, so
be," he muttered. "Me velly muchee foolee.
Whattee mattee with Missy Alietta? Me havee
findee outee pletty quickee, so be.''
When he came riding down the street to the
front of the bank he found a crowd gathered
there. All those who owned horses, howeve1·,
were joining in the pursuit of the robbers. But
it happened that there were not many horses in
~he town, so there were not so many employed
m the pursuit, after all. But there were more
than enou,gh, for half a dozen could settle the
viJlains, if they could only ove1take them. Anna
and Eloise came running to the s;>ot just then.
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"What has happened, Hop?" cried the scout's·
we. "Where is Arieitta ?"
Hop shook his head.
"Me no knowee, Missy Anna," he answered.
"Th~ girl was seized and carried away by one
of the, bank robbers, after we thought they had
all gone," said the bank president, who was so
excited over what had happened that he had
failed to go to his home and finish making his
toilet. He was barefooted and in his shirt sleeves
and without a hat. His eyes were wild ·1ocrking,
for the loss of the money the bank safe had held
meant ruin to him.
"Lat velly stlange," mused Hop, when he heard
what the man said. "Me havee lide along and
see whattee me can do, so be."
"Go and help find lier, Hop!" exclaimed Eloise.
"Allee light," was the reply. "If Misler Wild
and um partners' no findee, me findee, allee
samee."
He galloped away, taking the trail the rest had
followed. Hop had learned many things from
Young Wild West and his pru:tners since he had
been with them. He knew that he would not
overtake the rest of the pursuers if. he kept going
the same way they did, so he decided to make a
short cut of it. Just which way to turn he did
not know; but it was a matter of luck. He decided to ,go to the right, hoping that the villains
might have turned that way after they got further along. Luckily for him, he turned in the
rigl1t direction. But he did not know that he
bad, and he kept right on, riding fast when the
nature of the land would permit it and slowing
down when he found his way barred by obstacles.
T~e sun came up and started on its journey to
the zenith, and the Chinaman, bent on doing
something to offset the mistake he had made the
night before, rode on. As yet he had not struck
anything that looked like a trail, but, ever hopeful, he continued on. The fact was that the
Chinaman had selected a route that would take
him to the trail that led from the Cs).Ilyon-the
one the captain's wife was to take, after she got
to that place-and he was cutting off something
like eight miles. As much as he had studied the
country about the mining town, Mord had not
thougiht of doing this. For two full hours Hop
kept on, and then he began to think that he had
made a bad mistake, and was nowhere near the
fugitives and the captive gil'l. But he did n~t
grow disheartened, however. That was not his
way. When another hour passed he came to a
halt, and while his horse was resting he climbed
a tree to take a look around. Before he reached
the top his eyes caught sight of something that
made him much excited.
Not more than two "hundred yards furthe1· on
was a beaten trail, and near a horse that was
down was a woman! The Chinaman's eyes dilated, and he drew a long breath.
"Whattee mattee, anyhow?" he asked himself.
"Me no undelstand, so be. Me havee findee out."
Down the tree he ·came and, mounting his
horse, he rode slowly to the trail: The woman
arose to her feet as he came into view. There
was an e}rpression of alarm on her face, but
when she saw that it was nothing more than a
common Chinaman, she looked relieved.
The
woman was no other than the wife of Mord. She
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had met with hard luck, since the horse had stumbled and broken a foreleg, while the one that
carried her belongings had taken fright and galloped along the trail. After vainly endeavoring
to catch the animal, she came back to the wounded steed and sat down to wait for her husband.
She had been there for some hours now, but
there had been nothing else for her to do, she
thought.
"Hello, Missy Melican lady!" called out Hop
cheerily. "Whattee mattee?"
"Where do you come from?" asked the bank
robber's wife, ignoring his question.
"Me come flom China," was the innocent reply.
"Where did you come from just now, I mean?"
"Me comee flom Silver Crown justee now, so
be."
"Ah!"
"Me lookee for um bank lobbers, allee samee,"
went on Hop glibly, for he did not know that the
woman was any way connected with the villains.
"Oh, you are looking for the bank robbers, are
you? Did they get the money from the bank?"
Then it was that Hop's suspicions we1·e aroused.
But he was quite equal to the occasion, however.
"Yes, Missy Melican Lady, um bank lobbers
allee samee stealee um bundled thousand dollee
flom um bank. Len um boss of um bank lobbers,
he catchee um Melican girl and he takee her with
him."
"What's that you say?" cri-ed the woman, her
eyes blazing with anger.
"Lat allee samee velly tlue," declared Hop, as
he slid from the back of his horse.
"Do you mean to tell me that my husband carried off a girl when he left Silver Crown?" demanded the woman, forgetting herself in her
excitement.
"Lat light, allee samee. Your husband wantee
Young Wild West's sweetheart, so he could takee
her away and allee samee mally her."
The clever Chinaman had thought quickly, and
he was ,going to make trouble between man and
wife, if they ever happened•to get together again.
But, at the same time, he was confident that he
had sti11ck it just right, for was it not probable
that the woman was waiting for her husband and
his gang?"
"You velly nicee lady," ventured Hop, a!ter a
rather lengthy pause. "Whattee mattee with
um horse, so be?"
"Can't you see what js the matter with him?"
cried the woman, almost savagely. "He's got a
broken leg."
"Lat too bad, allee samee."
"See here!" exclaimed the ballk robber's wife
sternly. "I want you to tell me all about my
husband-I mean Mart Mord, the leader of the •
gang that robbed the bank. Now go on and tell
me. If you don't, I will shoot you!"
She tapped the butt of a revolver that was
disclosed from a pocket of her skirt. As quick
as a flash the Chinaman drew his big six-shooter
from under his flapping coat. He seldom had
the weapon loaded with bullets, fo"r he did not
claim to be much on the shoot; but he had a wayof puttin.g in colored fire, so that when he fired
those who had never seen him in action would be
surprised. Just now the old-fashioned pistol was
loaded with gunpowder and three other powders
that would each make a trail of fire of a different
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color ,when it was discharged. The six chambers
contained a load, and, if emptied in quick .succession the streams of fire that would come from
the m~zzle would alternate with red, blue and
green. But this the woman did not know. She
thought she had struck a Chinaman who was not
half as innocent as he looked to be. She was
perfectly right on this, as the reader knows, but
not' in the way she took it just then.
"You no shootee me," said Hop, as he leveled
the revolver at her. "Me shootee you if you no
_allee samee behavee!" 1
"::)on't shoot!" she exclaimed, in alarm. "But
tell me about the bank robbers, and-and the
girl my husband carried away with him."
"Allee light, Jen."
·
Then Hop lowered his revolver and related to
her a story that was partly true and partly exaggerated. He took pains to impress it upon her
that Mord wanted the girl, so he might take her
to a preacher- and be married, however.
"Me takee velly muchee shortee cut, so be,"
!he added. "Young Wild West lide close after um
thlee lobbers, and the captain, he comee backe
and gitte um girl. He lide along after Young
Wild West and Younig1 Wild West'. s partners and
um cowboys lide mter him. Me lide after lem;
but me takee short cut and gittee here allee
samee first. Me velly smartee Chi_ne."
"Well, they are bound to come this way, ~nless
-unless Mart 1·eally means to take the girl to
Denver instead of me!" exclaimed the woman.
"Anyh~w, I will wait hei-e, and if he comes with
the girl, I will shoot both of them!"

CHAPTER XI1I.-Hop and Arietta Lose Horses.
"You no shootee Missy Alietta," said Hop
calmly- "she no helpee if um ban klobber cally
!her off; she,r10 wantee comee, so be."
"That may be, too," answe:ed the jealous woman. "But- I'll kill her, too, Just the same!"
"You killee Missy Alietta, and .me al.lee samee
killee you!"
.
.
The big i-evolver was put on a lme with her
breast in a twinkling, and the bank robber's
wife wilted. Hop was thinking hard when he was
not talking. He felt that he had performed a
lll.2.Ster stroke in taking the short cut, for he was
~ertai.J.1 that the robbers would be along pretty
ooon. Just how to manage things when they
came he did not know. He soon came to the
concl{ision, however, that the best thing to do
was to relieve the woman of the weapons she
ihad. Stepping up close to her and keeping his
revolver pointed at her, he said:
"M~ 'h avee takee you gun, Missy Melican lady."
She did not try to resist, so he took ,t he weapon
from her pocket.
·~ "You gottee some more?" he asked.
She made no reply, so he took it for ,giranted
that she had.
"You takee um knife and allee samee puttee
on um glound!" Hop commanded.
This she did, promptly, too.
"Now uin other pistol, so be."
The woman hesitated, and then drew another
revolver from beneath the folds of her skirt and
tossed it to the ground beside the China.man.
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"There!" she exclzjmed. "Now let me be, will
you?"
"Lat allee light," answered Hop, as he picked
up the weapons and put them in his pocket. "You
velly nicee Melican lady."
•
But he forgot that he had a shrewd woman to
deal with, and, while 'he stood there toying with
his own revolver, she stepped over close to his
horse. It just happened bat the wounded horse
made an effort to get up at that moment, and
the Chinaman's attention was called to it. Taking advantage of this, the woman sprang for
Hop's horse and, with a desperate effort, threw
herself upon its back. It was all in her favor
just then, for the horse happened to be standing
in a hollow that was a foot or more below where
she had been standing. A sharp command from
her and away went the Chinaman's steed, she
holding the bridle rein and urging it to the top
of its speed. She took the back trail, too, showing that she meant to meet her deceiving husband, if she possibly could. Ban,gi! Hop was so
surprised that he tumed his revolver and fired in
the air. A streak of red fire shot from the
muzzle and, seeing the gla11e, the desperate woman rode all the :faster. Bang! This time the
pistol was tumed toward her, but the flame did
not anywhere near reach her. Hop looked very
much disgusted.
''M,e allee sa.mee fool!" he exclaimed, for the
second time that morning.
But there was no help for it now. There was
no use in trying to catch the liorse. He knew
that well enough, so he sat down and tried to
gather himself together. Meanwhile the jealous
woman continued on her wa~. But she had not
g;one far when she heard the clatter of hoofs up
the trail.
"They a.re coming!" she exclaimed. "Now I
wilt soon see whether the Chinaman told the
truth or not."
/
Ten seconds later three horsemen came into
view. They were the bank robbers. The captain's wife came to a halt. When the villains saw
her they were not much surp,rised, though they
had expected to overtake her farther along the
ti ail.
"Where is Mart?" she demanded, as they slackened their pace.
"He's comin'," was the reply. "He ain't far
behind. We seen him about ten minutes ago, an'
then he was only half a mile away. He's got ·a
gal with him, an' that makes him a little slower,
even though his horse is faster than ours."
It was Glim who gave her this information.
"Stop!" she commanded, as they were riding
by. "I want to know what my husband is doing
with a girl."
"He went back an' got her so we could have
her ter keep our pursuers back," was Glim's reply. "They're after us hot, only we managed ter
throw 'em off ther trail. But they'll be along
in less than half ap. hour, mo·s t likely. If we
keep ther gal, we kin dictate terms with 'em, so
th.._er captain said."
"He didn't catch her just for that alone."
The three villains looked surprised when the
woman said this.
"What in thunder do yer think he got her fur,
then?" demanded Tom Ravel impatiently.
/

--
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"\Yell. a c1;·-T·1:.n told rr..e a few minutes ago from Silver CrO.\vn, he galloped his horse to the
.
that he war:tetl to marry her."
spot.
"What! You here, Jennie?" he exclaimed, as
"A Chinee toll ycr tl,at ?"
he beheld his wife with the men.
All t!1ree \Ye:e 1~1ore surprised than ever.
"Yes, a Chi'.'airan, who is looking for the bank
"Yes, I am here," ' '- as the reply. "What are
robb ers. He took my weapons from me, but I you doing with that girl, Mart Mord?"
"I caught her and brought her along, so we
managed to fool him and take his horse and ride
away. He is back there about half a mile with might be enabled to get away, clear. What! You
are not j ealous, I hope?"
my horse, which is do\',n with a broken leg."
"No. Mart; I ain't jealous," and the eyes of the
"How could he have got this far?" Glim asked,
looking at his two companions and shaking his woman li ghted up.
Arietta was allowed to drop to the ,ground. The
head doubtin.6Jy. "It must be trer galoot we was
fact was that the horses were about played .out,
playing poker with last night, Tom."
"Yes," was the reply. "No other heathen could for they had been continually on the go, and
many miles had been covered. This was more so
do a thing like that.''
They had brought their stee<ls to a walk now, with the captain's, sine:! it had carried a double
and were riding along with the captain's wife, burden. Tom Ravel and Dick .Jones had gone in
who appeared to be a little relieved at the ex- search of the Chinaman, for they kn ew he must
be somewhere in hiding. But, hearing the capplanation she Pad received from them.
"So you think Mart is not in love with the girl tain talking, they soon gave up the search and
came back. It did not take long for Mord to
he has got, then?" she asked.
. "In love with her!" echoed Glim. "\Vhy, you hear what had happened to his wife.
oughter know that he thinks ther whole world of
"Pretty clever out of the heathen, I must say,"
you. I've heard him say that more'n once, too. he remarked. "But you got the best of him, all
He got ther gal 'cause we was catchecl jest as right, J ennie. That shows how brave and clever
we got ther money, an' he thought it woulcl be you are."
ther only sure way of gittin' away. They won't
"Yes, but had we not better be going, Mart?"
dare ter shoot at us, so long RS we've got ther she answered. "Suppose Young Wild West comes
g,al: yer ought tel' know that, Mrs. Morel."
along?"
"That is true," she answered. hecoming paci"Oh. there ain't no danger of his C6mi"'· fur he
fied. "But is the girl very pretty?"
has follered your trail to the gulch. I£ he had
"We don't know. We harrllv seen her. But I not clone so, he would have been here before
reckon it must be Young Wild West's gal. She this."
"Or he would have had us, else we'd Pave got
must have found 'em an' let 'em loose from ther
shanty about thcr time we was gittin' ready ter him," added Glim. sht'UJ<!ging his shouklers.
Arietta was taking it coolly, for one in such
blow up ther safe. It was either her 01· ther
Chinee what done it, 'cause they never could have a position as she was. After the fin,t fright of
it she had become calm, and she was r,o,v waitgot away themselves."
"Well, the Chinaman told me it was he and the ing for her young lover to appear. The fact
girl who let them loose. I know all about that." that Hop was somewhere in the vicinitv gave
"Oh, that explains that much, then. But we've her much hope, too, for she knew that he was
got ther money, an' that's one thing. If Young capable of acromplishing great things. The vilWild West follers us, he'll have a hot old time lains rested their horses for fully ten minutes.
Then the captain looked at his men and reafore he gits us, I reckon."
They rode on, and as tl1ey neared the spot marked:
"It looks to me as though Young Wild West's
where the Chinaman had been left with the
race for gold is going to prove a failure. I
wounded horse they slowed down to a walk.
"We must be careful now," said the woman. hardly think it necessary to take the girl any
"That Chinaman is a dangerous fellow. He shot further, boys. Jf he has gone all the way to the
twice at me, and each time a streak of fire came Canyon, he won't get alon,1; here in an hour yet;
and by that time we will have thrown him off
from his revolver."
"Oh, we'll soon catch ther galoot," Glim re- the track completely. I think the hundred thousand is safe now."
torted confidently.
"Leave the girl right here," said his wife. "Let
The next minute they came in sight of the spot
the woman had made her desperate escape from. her find the Chinaman, anrl then the two of them
The horse was there, but Hop was nowhere to be can walk back to Silver Crown. If they keep at
it they ought to get there by sunset."
seen.
She flashed a glance at the helnless l!'irl as she
"He must be hiding auound somewhere," the
said this, and Arietta could easily tell that . he
woman whispered. "Look out for him."
"We'll look out fur him, all right," said Glim did not like he1·. But the girl did not care anysignificantly. "I reckon there's goin' ter be a thing for this. The fact that she was to be left
dead heathen, if I set eyes on him. Ther cap- there was enough to make her feel delighteu,
tain don't believe in killin', but I can't help that. even though she was without a horse.
"Come on!" exclaimed the captain, as r.e swung
We ain't goin' ter let no heathen Chinee stop us
himself into the saddle. "Let the Chinaman find
from gittin' away with this boodle."
They rode up and dismounted, and then, after her and cut her loose."
The other three villains laughed and mounted
finding that the horse would be of no further use,
Glim shot it and put it out of misery. It was their horses. The wife of the captain had not
just then that Mord came in sight. He had taken the trouble to dismount, so she smiled sarcaught up with the rest at last. Holding Ari- donically at the girl, who was standing on the
etta, the same as he had been doing all the way ,g.round, with the rope about her body, so that it
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held her arms to her sides, and rode on. The
' -cl_atterof th_e hoofs gradually died away in the
d!stan_ce, Anetta keeping her gaze fixed in the'
dn-ect10n they had gone. Then all of a sudden
she heard a· noise in a tree almbst over her head'.
"Me
"Hello, Missy Alietta!" said a voice.
comee down and allee samee cut you loose so
'
be."
"Oh, Hop!'1 she exclaimed. "I am. glad you
are here."
"Me velly muehee glad, too, so be, Missy Alietta."
Then the clever Chinaman dropped from the
tree and stood smiling and bowing before her.
Out eame his ready knife and she was soon at
•
Liberty.
"Now, Hop, if . '\¥ild would only come!" she
said an:dously. "If he don't come pretty soon
the villains will get away with the money."
"He ccmee velly soon now," answered Hop.
"Hello! Hip hi! Me hear um horsee comee now.
Lat Spitfire, me allee samee bet!"
Sure enough, the clatter of hoofs could be
heard, and the next minute a horse --«ffl:l rider
appeared. It was Young Wild West!"

CHAPTER XIV.-"The Finish Is Near."
Young Wild West had passed the ravine, as the
leader of the bank robbers thought he might.
In ~_the gloom of the early morning he had only
noticed the tracks th.at led stra.iig:ht ahead, and
he had followed the trail made bv the woman
with her nvo horses. But as it gre\V lighter, and
the boy had covered about three miles out of his
way, he suddenly came -to the conclusion that
qnly two horses had passed that ,'vay, and that
they had not been going very fast, either. If it
had not been that the prints of the hoofs convinced him of the latter, he might have gone
much farther before disco¥ering his mistake.
Wild quick,ly disnlOunted.
"I have 'been fooled, I reckon," ae said. "The
horses that passed this way lately were hardly
off a walk. I reckon I'll ride back and look for
the trail of the robbers. This is too bad!"
He turned back, and in less than five minutes
he _m et t-he ~ix cowbo~s, who were following his
ti·rul, dependmg upon 1t to take them right.
"Hello, boys!" he called out. "I rnckon we are
on the wrong trail. We must get back and find
which way the galoots went."
"Is- that right?" asked Stinger Sam who was
leading the cowboys. "Well, that's 'a blamed
shame, then. They'll ,g;it so much of a start on
us that they'll git away, if we don't look out.
But it is mighty sure that ther captain went
_So!l'.)e other way, anyhow, fur he had ther o·al."
"The girl, you say?" queried our hero."' "I
heard a· scream, but I was not sure that it was
one of distress. Do you mean to say that the
leader of the bank robbers carried off the girl
who was in front of the bank?"
"That's jest what he done, 'cordin' ter what
ther bank man an' ther watchman said " answered ·stinger Sam. "We thought yer' must
have heard it, sure, when she yelled. That was
what hunied us ter git our horses, wasn't it,
boys?"
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"That's right!" came the reply from the r est
of the cowboys.
Wild was amazed. But he did not lose his
head, not one bit..
"Come on, boys !" he exclaimed. "The bank
president told me I could have one-fourth of the
stolen money, .i f I got it back, and I mean to get
it. This is not only a race for gold, but it is a
race to save my sweetheart."
- Just then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart appeared on the scene. Jim had taken it for grru1tecl that Hop had buckled the saddlegirths properly, and the result had been that the saddle
came off and he was thrown. The seout had remained behind to help him, while the cowboys
l'ode on and met our hero as he was coming
back. Jim was all right now, however, so they
all rode back at h~g,ih speed. When they at
length came to the ravine they saw how they
had been fooled.
"Never mind," said our hero coolly. "Here
goes for my race for gold!"
The sorrel stallion responded to a touch from
his heels, and then darted away like the wind.
There was no use in either the boy's partners or
the cowboys trying to keep up with Spitfil'e when
he once got at his best. They were outdistanced
~n n'? time, and soon ~oun~ \yild West was gomg it a.Jone. Never m his life had he 1·idden
faster when no one was pursuing him, but our
hero felt that ·1:is sweetheart was in clanger, and
that spurred him on. Through the ravine and
out upon the trail he went, and once upon the latter. he saw that the fresh hoofprints shower!
plamly. The sorrel seemed to be almost tireless,
for he needed no urging. It was possible that
the intelligent animal realized how important the
race was. Virtually it was a race against time
now, for, by being thrown off tl1e track, Wild was
almost half an hour behind them. But soh1c of
this had been made up by the swift ridin,l he
had done, and he hoped to overtake the scoundrels by noon. He was much closer to them than
he had any idea of, however, as the reader knows.
After what se·emed a long- time, Wild suddenly
saw something ahead of him that made his hea,'t
jump. It was the flutter of a female garme:it.
The ne:x.i; instant he beheld his sweethea1:·t and
Hop standing as though waiting for him. When
thi~ occurred/ his partners and the cowboys were
easily a quarter of a mile behind him. Wild
could not help stopping.
"Oh!" he exclaimed. "Are vou all right Et?"
"Ye~, Wild," the brave girl answered ;s sl;e
ran to him and caught him by the hand.' "I had
a long ride of it, with my hands tied t0 my sides.
But the leader of the bank robbers thot1ght he
h3:d _better drop me, so he did, and but a few
mrnutes ago, at that."
"A few minutes ago!" echoed the boy. "Am I
as close to them as that?"
"You can afford to give Spitfire a blow and
then catch them in fifteen minutes Wild'''
Arietta spoke as, though she kn~w wl;at she
was talking about, and Wild never once doubted ~·
her judgment as being c01"rect.
"Hop, how in the world did rou get here?" he
asl~e~, as. he turned to the Chinaman, who was
sm1lmg like a basket of chips, as the sayinP-"
0
goes.
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"M,e takee velly nrnchee short cut, so be," was
1 the reply.
But Arietta interrupted him, and in a few
words she related the substance of what had
taken place, finishing just as Wild's partners and
the cowboys came in sight. Our he1'o did not
wait · very long. He was bent upon capturing
the bank robbers, and the quicker he got to them
the sooner it would be over. He had dismounted
while he was giving the sorrel a chance to recover his wind, but he quickly threw himself in
the saddle again and started off.
"Come on, boys!" he called out. "We'll soon
have them now. Arietta says they have just
gone on. The race for gold is drawing to a finish . I reckon."
},._ chee1· was the answer, anci then they dashed
aftei· the daring young deadshot.

CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.

0

T he tr ail led through a woods now, but it was
not a dense one, so the speed could be kept up
pretty well. Spitfire was steaming, but he never
showed any signs of lagging. On, on he went,
and at length, as the end of the timber patch was
reached, Wild caught sight of the fu,g:itive bank
robbers and the woman. They were ascending a
hill less than a quarter of a mile away. Wild
reined in his horse and cast a swift glance around
at the country. He saw a way to get ahead of
the robbers and cut them off, so he determined
to do it. Keeping within the woods, he rode
along at a slower pace, and gradually his partners and the cowboys gained upon him.
"I reckon we've got them, boys," said Wild.
"They just went up the hill below there. Come
on; we'll cut them off, and then give them a surprise."
They were all willing, as can readily be supposed Keeping but a short distance ahead of
them . Wild led the way up the hill, and then
turPed sharply to the left. Two minutes later
he brought his horse to a halt. He could hear
the villains coming. The rest came to a halt,
too. Nearel' can1.e the sounds, and presently
they could see the four men and the woman riding· along through the woods. In less than a
':l:linut..i the climax would be reached.
"Boys," said Wild, in a whisper, "I reckon the
race for gold is over, anyhow. It is for us to
capture the galoots now."
"It's all· over but ther shoutin'," spoke up one
of the cowboys. "An' yer kin bet we'll do that,
good an' hard, when ther times comes. I'm jest
itchin' ter Jet out a yell."
"All right. You fellows get your mouths
ready, and when I say the word yell your loudes~. I reckon that will sort of surprise the galoots. Keep back here, so they can't see you till
they get right here."
The cowboys got ready. Along came the unsuspecting- villains. Just as they were abreast of
thpm, and only about twenty feet from where his
hoTse ,"as ~tanding, Wild gave the ,word. A yell
split tl1c air and echoed over the hillside. Captain )ford and hiR party came to an abrnpt halt.
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"Hands up, you sneakinig coyotes!" commanded Young Wild West, as he rode out before them,
a revolver in each~ hand. "The jig is up, and
the race is over. I win!"
Before they could hardly understand what the
vell signified the bank robbers were almost suri•ounded. Up went their hands, all but the
woman.
"Shoot 'em, Mart!" she screamed. "Don't give
in to 'em. Think of what will become of us if
you do! We'll all go to prison!"
But Ma1t was ·wise enough to refrain from
taking her advice. He saw the determined expression of Young Wild West's face, and he knew
he stood no chance.
"The easiest way is the best, Jennie," he said,
in answer to his wife. "Our lives ~re worth
more than all the money the banks of the State
have got. Young Wild West has beat us ouJ,
and I am going to g:ive in. That's all there 1s.
to it."
Charlie and Jim were busy tying the hands of
the prisoners now. They did not make them
dismount, but left them in the saddle, and when
their hands had been tied behind them in a secure
manner, they passed rope under their horses and
tied their ankles, so that they were compelled to
sit there, no matter how much . they wanted to
get away. Then they sta1·ted back to join Arietta and the Chinaman. Halfway to the spot
they ran across the horse that had left the captain's wife when she was thrown from the one
she was riding., and Jim easily captured it. They
soon reached the spot ant! Arietta gave an exclamation of delight when she saw the prisoners,
· "Did you find the money on them, Wild?" she
asked.
"No; we never searched them," was the reply.
"Don't you think' it would be a go-0d idea to
take it from them before we go any further?"
Wild did think so, and the result was that the
stolen money was taken from the three men who
had been carrying it. Then the ride back to the
mining town was started. In due time they got
there, and when it was learned by the inhabitants
that' the stolen money had been· recovered there
was a general rejoicing. The prisoners were put
in the lockup, and then the bank president insisted
on keeping his word.
"Young vVild West," said he, "it was a race for
gold that you started on, and you won. Here is
the twenty-five per cent. of the money I promised
you."
Wild did not want to take it, but the man was
so insistent that he did so. The cowboys who
had assisted in the capture were given some of
it, and the rest was divided among our friends.
It is needless to say that Hop came in fo 11. ~·
pretty good share, in spite of his mistake of the
ni,ght before.
Thus ends the story of "Youne- Wild West's
Race for Gold; or, Arietta and the Bank Robbers."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WJLD
WEST AND THE TENDERFOOT TOURIST ;
or, A GRIZZLY HUNT IN THE ROCKIES."
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CURRENT NEVJS
DREAM PROVED TRUE
Its resting place revealed in a dream of a
brother, an eight-year-old lad, the body of Roy
Tew, drowned in the Arkansas River near Ledwidge, was discovered by Abner Tew.
Roy was picking up driftwood along the river
bank and fell into the stream :,vhen the bank
caved in. His father, Tom Tew, came near los- ing his life in an at,tempt to. save his son. Neighbors searched for several hours for the body of
Roy and it was finally given up as lost:"
Next morning his younger brother, Abner, told
his parents as soon· as he awoke that he had had
a dream in which he saw where Roy's body was
concealed. The parents paid little attention to
the boy, but he insisted so strongly that he was
allowed to go and make a search. He walked
straight to a log which extended from the rivu
bank and pointed to an object which proved to
be the dead boy in the sand, exactiy as A):mer
had described from his dream.
A BOLL FIGHT
Two blooded and pedigreed bulls, one St. Mawes
II., a Jersey, and the other an equally aristocratic Guernsey, fought a battle royal on the
ranch of George Williams, near TiUimook, Ore.,
a few nights ago which resulted in the death of
St. Mawes II. from wounds inflicted by the Guernsey.
The Jersey, it appeared, lrn.d been the aggressor. The two animals were quartered separately
in a large b.arn.' In the night St. Mawes II. broke
out of his quarters and into those of the Guernsey. There was challenge in his voice and his
deft was taken up quickly. Attracted by the
thud-thud of heavy horns striking heavier bodies
and the enraged bellowing of the animals, the
people on the ranch rushed forth in time to see
St. Mawes II. hurled to the ground, his body
pierced in a dozen places where the horns of the
Guernsey · had struck him. He soon died of his
The Guernsey's injuries were not
wounds.
serious.
J.'.\:URDER CONFESSION WRITTEN ON WALL
Charles Guthie, a tile setter, of 83 Truxton
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., found this message written on the wall of a building which is being constructed at 1011 East Nineteenth street, BrookI
lyn:
"I· must write my confession before I kill myself, so that whoever reads this should notify the
police, because by this- time I am dead. I killed
Marie Agnor of Manchester, Vt., on June 15, 1920.
I cannot live any longer because wherever I go
I am haunted. So, kind reader, have pity on me,
I am the man, not James Droucher, who killed
her. Notify the police so that he ma1 go free.
I, Edward Manning of Brooklyn, killed her with
a gun that wili be found at the tollgate at the
road leading to Rutland."
Above the message was a diagram, showing
wherp, the gun was hidden. Guthie notified the

police of the Parkville station, who communicated
with the authorities at Manchester. The police
there said that they had no record of such a murder, but would investigate.
OLD PIGSTY FOUNDATION OF LfBRARY
A reading room and library that can exist in
complete independence and probable ignorance
that any such person as Andrew Carnegie ever
lived is sufficiently unique to command attention.
One such not only exists but flourishes in a pigsty i~ Hart~har, a Derbyshire, England, hamlet,
and its begmmng possesses many interesting
features.
Up _to about thirty years ago the men, the sober-mmded ones, had no other meeting place in
Hartshay after .the day's work was done than
the bridge over the Cromford and De1·by Canal.
There they smoked, read the evening paper aloud
and talked over current events. This was not
a bad rallying place when the weather was warm
and fair, but in the winter it was not quite as
pleasant. Then, when it rained or was very cold,
they walked down the towpath and held their
meetings under the bridge.
In the autumn of 1892 one of the members of
tJ:ie little a~sembly came into undisputed possession of a pigsty, the former occupants of which
had been converted into pork. The new owner
furnished it with a few boxes for seats and invited his mates to make it their winter headquarters. They jumped at the chance, and thenceforth met nightly in the pigsty.
It was the rudest hovel, barely six feet square
and withou~ windows, so candles were necessary
day and mght. To enter it was necessary to
crawl through the low door on hands and knees.
NeverthelesE, the former habitues of the canal
bridge pl'Ompt}y corstituted themselves a society,
and drew up rules for the government of Lower
Hartshay Reading Room.
Soon a rough table was added; a daily and a
weekly newspaper were subscribed foi-, and in addition to the few books that the members owned
a_ number were contributed by outsiders. Fiv~
mg~ts _in the w.e ek reading, smoking, games and
social n~tercourse _were in order; but Wednesday
and Friday evemngs were devoted to reading
aloud by the best scholar, and the first two books
thus read were Carlyle's "French Revolution"
and Gibbons' "Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire."
\Yhen there were twenty or more members they
dec1.,.ded to take the adjoining pigsty. A full sized
door was put in; a skylight placed in the roof;
rough wooden benches added; also a battered and
smoking stove; the wal)s were whitewashed and
book shelves put up. All the work was done by
'
the members.
the
Thanks to good financial management
shelves are now laden with books· otherwi'.',e the
pigst_y librar;y has not been further improved.
Nor 1s the_re need of finer surroundings; th<! men
are the thmjj\'.
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BORN A P;\UPER
-OR-

FIGHTING HIS \VAY UP
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

.,

CHAPTER VII.-(Continued)
"That rnunds very nice, Craps," he said, "but
when you come to think that I was born a pauper
and that when my father died there was not
enough money left to bury him, there doesn't
seem much ground for your theory."
"Oh, youse is de long lost heir, fer sure," said
Craps, in a tone of conviction, "and some day
it'll come out all right. Dere was a kiclnappin'
scene in de play what I seen last nii;ht, and <le
child was saved by de feller what dey called de
pertectin' genius, and as certain people seems to
be after youse, I shall have to be a pertectin'
genius fer youse, Dan."
Dan smiled at the size of the "protecting
genius."
All the rest of the day the mystery kept rnnning through his head, and he was glad when
evening came and he could quit work, ?o to his
humble lodgings, and prepare himself for the
call at Mr. Flint's house.
The boy laid out his best suit, and brushed
it carefully, and then he got out his best shirt
and the nicest of his neckties. He could make
up a tie into a four-in-hand about as quickly as
the most expert, but this evening it took him
fully ten minutes before the tie was made up to
suit him. Then his best hat was carefully
brushed, and Dan paused to glance at his hands.
He had already washed them three times since
he retunie<l home, and they were probably as
clean as he could make them, but he shook his
head as he looked at them, and washed them once
. I
more.
"Anyhow, it doesn't matter about thse hands,"
li e said to himself, "for she insisted on shaking
hands with me when the blacking left streaks
on her white gloves."
That was a comforting thing to think of, and
he started away from home in a happy frame of
mind. When he rang the bell at Mr. Flint's door
he did not have to wait one minute for the door
to be opened, and it was Mary herself who welcomed him with a smile. This looked to Dan
very much as though the pretty girl had been
on the lookout for him, and that made him feel
very happy. He was one of those boys who take
great plearnre in the company of respectable
girl!:', and this particular girl he admired very
much.
]\fr. Flint came forward from a room at the
rear of the hallway and greeted our hero warmly. All three then went into the room where Mr.
Flint had been sitting, and there Dan saw a
tempting meal laid out.
The bootblack had never been in good society,
but he had read books which had given him an
idea as to how he should conduct himself when in
the company of ladies and gentlemen, and he
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had also been a g·ood observer, and his manners
at the table won a glance of approval from
Mary, who acted as hostess.
"Well, Dan," said Mr. Flint, as they were eating, "have you -had any troubie since I left you?"
"A little," said Dan.
"More annoyance at the h::i,nds of boys who
sneer at your respectability?" the gentleman
asked.
''No, it was quite another kind of trouble, and
it ounds so remarkdble that I hate to s1;caic
about it. I told it to a p·o liceman, and he thought
I was either a cigarette fiencJ or an opium
smoker."
"Let us hear it," requested Mr. Flint, and
then, rather reluctantly, Dan told the story of
his being enticed to the old house, and the method of his escape.
Mary listened to it with breathless interest,
and at its conclusion asked Dan to show her the
scratches on his wrists where the broken glass
had cut him, and he complied.
Mr. Flint had listened to the tale without a
word, and seemed to be remarkably upset by it.
When Dan was exhibiting his wounds to the girl,
her father was sitting with his head down, evidently thinking deeply.
Suddenly he looked up.
"Did you ever see either of those men before,
,
Dan?" he asked.
"I am not sure. One of them, the one who
came to the chairs and got me to go with him
I am sure I never saw before, but from the
slight glimpse I &"ot of the other one, before he
struck me with his fist, I am inclined to think
that he is a man who had a polish at the chairs
this afternoon, and spoke to me about the scar
on my temple."
"vVhat about it?"
"Why, it is a very pecu1iar scar, one that I got
when I was a little child, and he asked about it.
Then he asked me my name, and when I said
Dan, he asked me if I was named Dan Smith,
because he had once know11 a boy of that name,
and I looked something like him."
Mr. Flint arose from his seat and strode up
and down the room in evident agitation.
"Can you describe that man to me?"
"Yes; he was of fair height, rather broad,
smooth faced, and had very light hair and blue
eyes."
"I don't suppose you heard his name mentioned, even assuming tha_t he was the man who
was interested in trapping you'?"
"Well, I can't say that it referred to him, but
when I was struggling with the man named
Bill, he shouted aloud for ,Amos."
"For Amos!" repeated Mr. Flint, speaking like
a machine, and then the color left his face for
a moment, and he walked away to the end of the
room. There he stood apparently looking up at
a picture on the wall, but really seeing nothing,
and thinking deeply.
"Amos!" he muttered. "Fair, blue-eyed, and
named Amos. There can be no mistake about
it. He has found him!"
"The boy has escaped him this time, but he
will get him again with some other plan, and
hold him until the business is settled."
(To be continued.)
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IOWANS RAID $52 QUART BOOTLEG GER than that of immunity from persecution . All that
of t,1e toad,
Indignant because of an effort to hold them up is necessary to secure the cooperationcool and safe
for $52 a qu·art, and using shot guns to rout an indoors or out, is to provide it with
water.
0maha booze runner from his car, several thirnty retr eats by clay and convenient access to of its
Atlantic men seized his entire stock, sixteen It will then go forth to the perfoTmanc e
no::turnal duty "without money and without quarts.
The Omaha man halted his motor car in the price."
In Europe toads are carried to the cities to
outskirts of the city and advertised his wares by
secret code. Prospective purchaser s soon arrived market and are purchased by the horticultur ists,
but they found his price of $52 was a quart, and who by their aid are enabled to· keep in check
returned to town to holrl a consultatio n on ways the multjplicat ion of the insects that prey upon
their fruits, flowers, &c.
and means.
There was a wise old toad that lived for more
Marshallin g remforcem ents they again left
with two guns for the place where lay the oasis. than thirty-six years in a hole beneath the doorHiding in the weeds, they fired into the air and step of a French farmhouse How old it was
the stranger, evidently believing revenue officers when first noticed no one could say, but it had
reinforced by United States sharpshoot ers were probably lived for a long time before familiarity
on his scent, abandoned car and liquor stock and with the sight of man emboldened it to rest tranfled. Then the thirsty divided the- liquor and left. quilly on the door-step over which persons were
constantly passing.
The step became the batrachian' s hunting
OLD COTTONW OOD ONCE A HANDSPI KE
it might capAt Norrts City, Ill., there is a tree known as ground, where, with little trouble,
crossing and rethe "vaulting-p ole cottonwood " that has interest- ture the ants which persisted in for its supper,
ing history which is told by the American For- crossing it. The toad, hunting
came to be regarded as one of the sights of the
estry Mag-azine (Washingto n) as follows:
manner in
Hosea Pierce and a boy comrade returned from neighborho od, and certainly the skilful tongue enformed
y
wonderfull
its
used
it
which
City,
Norris
near
homes,
their
to
the War of 1812
hunters.
in the spring of 1815, and on January 8 of that titled it to be ranked as an expert among skill in
For one thing, it showed wonderful
year they had helped Gen. Jackson whip the Britjudging distance; the tongue was never darted
ish in the Battle of N"ew Orleans.
range.
These boys both attended a log rolling on the out until the insect came within a certain
was another
old Pierce farm that spring, and as they were re- The accuracy of the creature's aim
generally
turning to the house after their day's work made matter for surprise. The insects were
against
a wage-r who could vault the furthest, using their in motion when the tongue was todarted
hit its mark.
cottonwood handspikes as vaulting poles. They them, but the arrow never failed
The rapidity with which the tongue was shot
both · left their handspikes sticking in the soft
excited much wonder. The operation is a
forth
the
during
and
vaulted,
had
they
where
earth
one. The tongue is doubled or rolled
complex
lived.
and
root
took
both
they
1815
of
spring rains
in the mouth; therefore, a twofold ac-when
up
ago,
year$
ten
about
died
One of these trees
and
but the other is still living and is 105 years old. tion is required, an uncoiling of the weapon,
This tree is about thirty feet in circumferen ce, then the darting of it forth.
The withdrawin g of the tongue, with the cap175 feet high, with a very large hollow in the base
.
of the tree which has been used as a housing for tured insect on the top, was not less remarkable
fineness
setting hens, a kennel for dogs and is always a Notwithsta nding the rapid motion, the the
prey
of the tongue tip and the struggles of
fine playhouse for children.
the victim was never dropped.
The toad was so tame that it might rightly be
THE TOAD HAS HIS USES
called domesticate d. It would remain quidly in
Formerly the toad was held to be a venomous one hand and take its food from the other, proreptile, but in our own day its habits have been vided a leaf was placed on the hand which held
more carefully ob.s erved and its great value to it. vVithout this precaution the warmth of the
the gardener has been established . Inasmuch human hand was evidently annoying and uncomas the toad destroys many species of harmful in- fortable to the chilly little fellow.
Few things seemed to please it more than to be
sects we should cultivate its friendship.
Now every tidy housewife detests the cock- placed on a table in the even,ing when the lamp
roach, the mouse and other vermin. Two or was lighted. It would look around with the
three domestic toads, it is said, will keep any greatest confidence in its gleaming eye and when
premises clear of these. The toad is possessed insects were placed on the table it snapped them
- of a timid and retiring disposition, loving dark up with even greater rapidity than in its day
corners and shady places, but under kind treat- huntings.
In this way the toad lived for thirty-six years,
ment becomes quite tame.
Many instances might be cited of pet toads 1·e- the pet o:f the neighborho od. It might have lived
maining sever.ii years in a family and doing most many year s more had not a tame but spiteful
valuable services, with ,--no other compensati on r aven pecked out one of its eyes.
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By Col. Ralph Fento)l.
What induced me to go to sea I ~an but dimly
remember. It is so many years ago and my first
voyage was also my last.
Probably it was a somewhat lively imagination
fostered by a course of reading, beginning with
Robinson Crusoe and winding up rather abruptly
with Captain Kidd, which latter volume my highly indignant father snatched from my hand just
as I had reached a n:iost thrilling episode;" and
cremated before my very eyes. However, the
mischief was done, and sundry dead cats found
hanging suspended from the rafters in the garret
by ropes ,around their necks testified to the bloodthirsty thoughts that ran riot in my brain.
I was dispatched to Gollege, but after a year's
stay there was ignominiously expelled for inciting sedition and rebellion among my fellowstudents and setting up a rival government of
which I was the chief, and, as the first executive
act of my short reign, condemning my worthy
professor of Greek to death at the block.
I being thus sent home in disgrace, my father
began to despair of ever making . of me, his only
child, an honorable member of society and successor in the tape and measurement business, in
which he had accumulated a fortune.
As a last desperate resort our family physician,
who, by the way, was a homeopathist, advised
him to send me to sea and in search of pirateson the well-known principle of curing like by like,
and I may as well here remark that the remedy
was a most effectuia,l one. However, I wa$ at that
time in blissful ignorance of the reason of the
wise physician's counsel and my delight can be
imagined when one morning my father informed
me that he had secured foi· me the appointment
of midshipman in the schooner Nancy Bell, which
was to set sail the next clay for the South Sea
Islands on a g,'eneral trading cruise, capturing
whatever pirates they conv.eniently came across
on the voyage.
Obtaining from my father a sum which I
deemed sufficient for my purpose, I, not without
some difficulty, purchased an out-rig, including
revolver, cutlasses, short swords, etc.; and thus
fully equipped in a manner to strike terror, not
only to the soul of the most valiant pirate of the
sea, but of everybody else, who must have looked
upon me as some escaped lunatic, I proudly strode
the deck of the vessel that was to be the scene
of my glorious exploits.
But why linger over the fond, tearful parting
from my parents; the unalloyed bliss of the first
day's voyage out; the utteT misery of the succeeding two weeks, when I lay in my hammock,
groaning and writhing in all the agonies of seasickness; the surprise that awaited me to find,
on my recovery, all my gay garments, my pistols,
weapons, powder and ammunition gone, and in
, their stead a pair of coarse white trousers, a blue
navy shirt, a frieze jacket, leather belt and tarpaulin, and a pair of cowhide boots, in all of
which I was obliged to array myself; the disgust
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that overspread my countenance when informen
by the captain, into whose presence I was summoned, that we were not going in search of pirates, and, in fact, would keep out of their way as
much as possible; that my duty would chie1ly consist in scrubbing the decks, wait on him personally and assist the sailors generally to the best
of my ability, and that the slightest show of disobedience and insubordination on my part would
be met by summary and condign punishment.
Weeks rolled J::w. We reached our destination,
completed our traffic and with a valuable cargo of
gold, spice aud ebony wood on board set sail for
home. One night I was roused from my sleep
in the hammock by the cry of: "Pirates, pirates!"
"At last!" cried I, hastily scrambling into my
clothes and· rushing on deck. My ardent hopes
were doomed to disappointment. When I reached
the deck I found the pirate vessel lashed tightly
to ours, while my captain was standing on board
the strange craft, holding an apparently friendly
c_onversation with a gigantic looking, swarthyfaced, heavily bearded chap, whom I at once put
Mwn, to be the pirate chief himself.
The consultation was over in a few minutes
and then the captain returned with the startlfog
information that the pirate had agreed to accept
one-fourth of our cargo as a condition of letting
us continue our voyage ..lThis was ~re than blood
anJl. flesh could stand! What! compromise with
a rascally cut-throat before a shot had been fired
or a blow struck? Shades of Paul Jones and
all other maritime heroes forbidL If my captain
was so recreant to all sense of duty and glory,
I would show that the spirit of American bravery
was not extinct in my bosom at least.
I leaped on the pirate's deck, and snatching a
cutlass from the hands of a brawny negro, I
flashed it before the chieftain's eyes and cried:
"Come on, you shag-eared villain, you! • I'm
Young America, I ,am, and I'll--"
· Before I could finish the sentence I felt myself
raised in the air by the muscular negro and unceremoniously pitched into the sea. Down, down
I went as in a bottomless abyss. I opened my
mouth to scream for help, but only swallowed
enough water to suffocate me. Finally conscious. ness left me. When I awoke I found myself lying
on a couch of soft furs spread on the sandy
ground of a little cave. A ~slight sound caused
me to 'turn my head. I noticed what I ·took at
first to be an angel standing beside my couch.
A moment's thought convinced me, however, that
she was a being of flesh and blood; in fact, a
rare and radiant maiden, clad in an oriental costume as gorgeous. and magnificent as she "·a,1
beautiful. I now also observed a matronly looking woman, evidently my bewitching companion's
attendant; standing at some distance.
'\Senor is awake, Gracios Dios!" murmured
the fair unknown in pure Spanish.
"Will senorita please tell me where I ain and
how I came here?" asked I faintly.
"Senor must not excite himself by talking,"
said the old lady, replying to my question, much
to my chagri11. "The Princess Inez and myself
were walking on the beach here two days ago and
found your body lying on thQ_ shore, where it had
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been cast by the waves. We brought you to the
cave and restored you to life. That is all."
With these words she somewhat hastily departed with he1· maid.
The day passed quickly enough, but when the
morrow came, contrary to my expectation s, it
brought no Brigitta, with a second instalment of
food and wine and news from her whom I already
denominate d my heart's queen. On the following
morning I was again left alone. I could edure
the hunger and suspense no longer. Unarmed
as I was, I left the cave and set out for a number of cottages which I beheld some dist ance inland. I was still rather weak and pale, but I
resolutely pushed forward until I reached what
I found to be a veritable pirates' village. A
building more ambitious looking than the rest
attracted my attention. I advanced to the vinecovered porch and boldly rapped at the closed
Suddenly the wooden shutter was
window.
opened and a fairy-like hand, which I instantly
recognized a s belonging to my princess, was extended t o me. I g rasped the dainty finge1·s and
·gall ?ntly raised them to my lips.
" F lee. senor," I heard Inez whisper. "My
father has locked me and Brigitta in the house
here. He suspects your presence on the island.
D0 not ling-er, but flee for your life !"
"Never, Inez!" cried I impulsively. "I will not
]Pave von immured here like a f elon in a cell.
Besides, I cannot get off of thi s infernal island
I .~1,all stay hn" and die with vou and for vou !"
"Oh. senor," beg~ed slje. "You do not know
my fat her and Sancho. They have gone to search
for you along the seashore. You must .not return to the cave. Go hide in the woods, and
Heaven protect you!"
Again she put out her hand and touched my
brow as if to push me away, and at that moment
with terrible cries came rushing toward me, saber
in hand. the very pirate chief and negro whom
I had already once before encountered .
"Diablos !" cried the chief. "So you are the dog
whom my daughter cared for in the cave! The
brat who dared to defy me to my own face! Ha,
ha! Sancho," added he, turning with a grim
laugh to the negro, "this youngster is the same
chap whom you threw overboard. He wasn't born
to be drowned-h a, ha!"
"Yah, yah!" grinned the black fiend. "We
'.\Jang him, yah, yah !"
Resistance on my part was useless, and, seized
by the brawny arms of the negro, I was raised
bodily from the ground, and, with Inez's terrible
shriek ringing in my ears, canied into the next
h~, t. My prison-for such it proved to be-~va<:
entirely destitute of furniture, and being bound
hand and foot with a couple of ropes lying near
bv. I was thrown on the floor and thus addressed
by the chief:
"I'd like to cut your throat, you young whelp,
but I'll not deprive my people of the pleasure
of witnessing your death torments. They're out
in their boats now, but they'll be in by sunset,
and then we'll roast you alive. We'll do that,
Sancho, won 't we?"
"Yah, yah," replied the ebon-hued fiend, "we'll
do t hat. It will be glorious fun!'
With that I was left alone, and it may be im-
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agined that my thoughts were not of a very
pleasant order. As I had become disgusted with
the first phase of my maritime adventures, so
now I was heartily sick of these latter developments. I wished myself back again in New York,
and would gladly have resigned the rainbowtinted air-castle I had reared since I had seen
and known Inez, and taken up any position behind my father 's counter. However, wishing did
not help matters any, and as s:ion as daylight
waned Sancho came to fetch me to my funeral
pyre.
I had sufficiently schooled my features not to
betray the agitation I felt, and determined to
meet death as became an American.
The bands were removed from my feet but not
from my hands, and I wai;; marched out into an
open space where there were about two score
men and ·women. I was received with shouts and
execrations by the assembled throng and at once
led to a pile of ·wood and brusl~s which had been
erected in the center of the plain.
There was no time left me for prayers or pleadings, if I felt inclined to indulge in any, which I
did not; and having been tied to the stake, Sancho
took up a flaming torch and was about to apply
it to the combustibl e material by which I was
surrounded when the throng was parted and Inez,
wild and breathless, came rushing up to me, and
throwing her arms around my neck, exclaimed:
"Now, Sancho, light the pine. We will perish
together!"
The astonishme nt into ·which the pirates were
thrown by this incident had not yet been clispelled before another and nost unexpected intervention occurred.
"On them. Give them 'Hail Columbia1 '"
The command rang out clear :6i.d distinct from
the surroundin g bushes, and the next instant,
with many a shout and hurrah, there dashed toward us no others but a detachment of the crew
of the Nancy Bell, led by my own captain.
The pirates were taken at a decided disadvantage, and before many minutes had elapsed the
struggle was over, the villains either .dead or
wounded and I and Inez rescued from an imminent and horrible death.
Among the killed were Sancho, the negro, and
the pirate chief, the latter confessing before his
death that Inez was not his daughter, but an
American girl whom he had taken from a captured vessel when she was a child.
When Inez, Brigitta and myself, together with
a good part of the pirate's treasure were safely
on board the Nancy Bell the captain told me that
his compromis e with the pirate had been but a
ruse to disarm the latter's suspicions, and that
he had followed him to the island to be able to
get the pirates at a disadvantag e, in which, as
·
we have seen, he was successful.
It is needless to add that my opinion of the
captain underwent a radical change, and ever
afterward I was never weary of lauding his
bravery and sagacity.
However, I was glad enough to reach home
once more, and was entirely cured of my roving
disposition. When I arrived at my majority I
became a pa1-tner in my father's business an.d the
happy husband, of Princess Inez.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TOWN IN DARKNESS FOR MOVIE
Because of a small auxiliary power plan which
supplies Lovelock, Nev., with light since the big
Nevada Valley's power plant was closed is not
sufficiently large to operate lights while the motion picture theatre is using "juice," this place
is without lights every night the "movie" is running. Candles and lanterns substitute for the
electric illumination.
A WISE DOG
This is a question that has often been ~sked
and written about, and people are not satisfied
to answer either way. At Jackson, Miss., a boy
named Harmon owned a dog, and because the
canine didn't come at his call he was well licked
and at once disappeared. In two hours he returned with another dog, and the strange dog at
once bit the boy in the leg to punish him. If the
boy,'s dog- didn't think and reason, how did he
bring such a thing about? He felt that the boy
ought to be bitten, but didn't want to do it himself. A g-oocl smart dog catches on to things
much quicker than a dull boy.
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there are enough beaver in the woods country to
permit a slaughter of 5,000 for their furs annually without diminishing the supply.
It is proposed to have permits granted to trappers which will author;ze the capture of not to
exceed three or foui· members of each beaver
fami ly in a dam or on a stream. Where there are _
several families, as in large overflows and lakes,
the number of beaver captured may be restricted
to so many per beaver house. In this way, it is
claimed, the supply will be kept up without extermination in any locality. Also the number to
be taken by any trapper would be restricted to
ten or twelve, as in \Vestern states.
It is figured th:1t 5,000 beaver would acid from
$50,000 to $75,000 to the trappers' incomes in
the Adirondacks, and sportsmen would be enabled
to trap their own overcoat linings. And a good
many private preserve owners have caught the
forty or fifty mink or muskrat needed to create
such a garment, and added a pekan or otter or
two for trimming, and caught foxes or marten
for the muffs and capes of the mi ssus.
The Adirondack region was badly overtrapped the past two years, and practically all the
animals, except b eaver, are greatly reduced in
numbers.

LAUGHS
"Here, waiter, there's a fly in my soup."
"Serves the brute right. He's been buzzin' round
here all the mornin'."
General (noticing face powder on soldier's
arm)-What does this mean, sir? Soldier-Effects of a pressing engagemE>nt, sir!
"What are you crying about, my little man?"
"All my brothers have got a month's holiday and
I ain't goi none." "Why, that's too bad. How
is that?" "B.:io-hoo! I don't go to school yet."
"I think I had better get a job before we
marry." "Don't be so unromantic, Freddy. I
won't need any clothes for a long, long time."
"But you may want to eat almost immediately,
my dear."

HORSE ROBS BOY
Do not flirt money in the face of a horse, as
it is not safe. A twelve-year-old boy was walking
along cne of the business streets of Bellafonte,
Pa., one afternoon with two $1 bills. A horse
was tied at the curb. The boy brushed the bill s
a<'ross the anirnal's nose. The horse got a whiff
of the bills. Then the boy made another pass at
the hor,:e with the bills, and the animal opened
its mouth and the bills _disappeared. The boy
was so astounded he hardly realized what had
happened for a minute, but when he did he cried:
"vVhoa," "back up" and all the horse talk he
knew, but the horse calmly chewed the bills and
swallowed them.
·

A cowardly fellow, having kicked a newsboy
for pestering him to by an evening newspaper,
the lad waited till another boy accosted the "gentleman," and then shouted in the hearing of the
bystanders: "It's no use to try him, Jimmie, he
can't read."

TO TRAP BEA VER FOR THE FUR
Efforts to have the Legislatu1·e permit the trapping of beaver for their furs in the Adirondack
1·egion are to be made in force this winter by the
Guides' Associations, land owners of private pre~en-e5 and other organizations. It is claimed that

An Irishman at a fair was poked in the eye
with a stick and took proceedings against the
offender. Said the magistrate: "Come, now, you
don't really believe he meant to put your eye
out?" "Faith, you're right, this time," said Pat,
"for I believe he tried to put it farther in."

"Come Willie" said his mother, "don't be so
selfish. 'Let yo~r little brother play with your
marbles a while." "But," protested \Villie, "he
means to keep them always." "Oh, I guess not."
"I guess yes! 'Cause he's swallered two o' them
already."
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FIND PIN ' STOLEN YEARS AGO
A valuable-stickpin, stolen from the late Wilbur
Eliason, of Chesterto~, Md., forly-six years ago,
wa s recovered by the police of Kansas City, Mo.,
when found on a orisoner. Th~ pin bears Mr.
Eliason's name. TJ-ie Chief of Police of the Western city wrote to the Chestertown authorities in
trying to get a record of ~the thief. Mr. ~liason
was relieved of his valuables while a student at
Yale College in 1874.

William Shepard of No. 80 Richmond Avenue,
Port Richmond, S. I.
"I was then living on the west side of Lafayette Avenue, ~e<tr Marcy Avenue, Brooklyn, and
occupied a three-family brick house," said Mr.
Shepa1·d. "The rental was $250 a year. The
landlord served warning that because of the high
cost of living he would have to raise the rent to
~600 a year. A friend living on Staten Island
advised me to move there and where rents were
cheaper. This was in 1866. I did so, renting a
two and a half-story frame house on St. Paul's
WOMAN GETS A SHA VE
Shavi.,-rig a woman customer in Chester, Pa., Avenue, Tompkinsville, for $300 a year. But in
was a new experience and an unusual one when those days there were no improvements in dwellShowden B. Maslin, a knight of the razor, was ing houses. We were obliged to go for our water
supply to a pump on the corner.
called upon to perform the operation.
"A short time ago I saw the house in Brooklyn
The bar.):)er's first thought was that the woman
patron was about to engage his services to trim where I had lived fifty-foUT years ago. Aside
a youngster's golden tresses. Then he concluded from the installation of modern improvements it
that she must be a book agent, but when she was unchanged. "We thought in 1866 that the
coolly removed her hat and veil and placed them $300 I was paying for a year's habitation of the
on one of the hat nooks like a "regular fgJJer" three-story house at Lafayette and Marcy Aveand ·slipped into one of the big chairs, he looked nues was a high figure. Before that I had rented
three-story brick houses near that spot for $110
his astonishment.
\Vith the· instruction "once over," the woman and $150 a year.
"Following the Civil War, the cost of living insettled herself for the business in hand.
"Do you really wish to be shaved?" inquired creased to double that. of normal times. There
was then, however, no adultera,tion 01· short·
the barber.
"Certainly I do," was the determined answer. weighing of foodstuffs. Prices were higher, but
After the operation was completed the woman you 11,·ot the quality in whatever you bought.
paid the price, entered an automobile and was
driven away.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PJC.
TURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving- Picture Stories,"
NEVER WEAR RINGS NEAR MACHINERY No. 326. Get a copy. P.rioe 7 cents; po!ltag-e free.
r,fost people would imagine that the condemnaHARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
tion of harmful luxuries by doctors would happen
nl<' s t frequently in the office with rich _patients,
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
but surgeons attach.eel to large industries could
tell that neither fines nor thought of others seems SEMI-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
abl e to eradicate tl1e love of finery, says the New
LATEST ISSUES or
Yo1·k Medical Journal. Three cases of finger
62 THE VELVE'r TOUCH, by J'ulia!l Darrow.
hand crushing have happened recently in laun- 63 THE CLUE OF THE RED LAMl", by Charles .FulOursler.
dries owing to rings being worn. The law decrees
OF SOLOMON SN.ARE, by Willlam
that all flatiron workers must be equipped with ~ THE SCHEME
Hamllton Osborne.
Q:uards in front of the feed rolls to prevent the 65 QUICKER THAN TH.8 EYE, by Ralpll Cummins.
hands of feeders from being drawn into the roll- 66 THE CLUE IN THE D.ARK ROOM, by Hamilton
Craigie.
ers, and ringed fingers were found especially dan- 07 '.fIIE
TONGUE OF OSIRIS, by Marc Edmund Jones.
£ ' Jrous, yet nothing seems able to instill ~h_e idea 08 DETECTIVE WADE'S BIG CASID, by l<JU1e1 ltuse1non.
of self-preservation at the small cost of g1vmg up
6!> TilJC P.I'TR!T BELL, hy Charles Fulton Oursler
some finery in woxk hours.
70 THE HOCSE llEIII:S-D THE WALL, by Ju lian
It is not only the girls but the men who someD:nrow.
times put -adornment before safety. Do they realTb.e Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 72 Is
ize-just to give one instance-that the rim of a
THE ADMIRAL'S SPOONS
circular saw is moving at the rate of one to two
By William Hamilton Osborne
miles a minute? Perhaps not, but the printed FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
warnings against wearing- rings or gloves are
before their eyes. All the same, smashed fingers
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
and hands appear with horrible frequency, and
the public blame the employer for what was in A Weekey l\111ga2ine Devoted to Photoplays and Players
reality contributory negligence on the part of the
PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
worker.
Each number contains Four Stories of tile llest lt'ilm,
STRENUOUS TIMES AFTER CIVIL WAR The dearth of houses and high rentals are not
unprecedented; practically the same situation
prevailed following the Civil War, according to

on the Scr~ens-Eleg-ont Half-tone Scenes from tl,u
Pla:,s-lntrresting ' Articles About Prominent Pi;ople Jn
tl,e Films-Doings of Actors anrt Actresses· ln tlJ~
f:t II rlios ancl Lessons in Scenario Wrltlng.

HARRY E. WOLFF, hb., 166 W. 23d St., N.
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GOOD READING
TERRIER GOES HOME BACKWARD
house and got a rifle. Lovejoy found RichardThe remarkable instinct -of a fox terrier was son prostrate on the ground, with t h e bull back,·. ,2;ain proved when rece:1tly a dog of that breed ing off for repeated attaclcs on the m an.
belonging to a Maidstone farmer, in England,
Each rush, however, was met by the attacked
found his way home when his head was impris- man gouging his fingers deep into the animal's
oned in a drain pipe and so firml y lodged there eyes, l:'taying the aqvances to some extent. The
t:::it he could not release himself.
gouging tactics on the part of Richardson saved
The terrier disappeared from his home and was his life, for had the enraged animal reached his
gone several days, the farmer and his family victim's che,;t or head ·with his hoofs death would
meanwhile fearing he had been lost or stolen. have resulted.
Lovejoy was unable to shoot the animal i11 a
Finally the dog, half staTved, was seen crawling
backwards across a field toward his home-; drag- vital part for fear of hitting Richardson, but
gmg with him the drain pipe in which his head finally managed to put three 01· four bullets
was firmly w~dgecl. It was necessary to break through the bull's thi ghs, forcing temporary abthe pipe before the tenier could be released. It andonment of the a LL11ck. Richardson was imis thought that he got trapped in the pipe while mediately lifted over the fence, and, ,vith a few
more shots, Lovejoy killed the bull.
pursuing a rabbit.
Richa1·dson was badly b1·uised over r- ·- "ntire
body, but it is believed that he will r ecover.
TOLL OF THE JUNGLE
India still pays its annual".,tribute of human
life to the jungle. In fact, the number of deaths
from snake bite or the attacks of wild animals
.. TRAIL OF AN ORANGE CAT
lns steadily ·increased during the last few years,
a fact which has been attributed to the great
Seventeen men who are in prison or under bail
floods, The rising waters have driven the ser- to-day, accused of being implicated in the t heft or
pents out , of the lowlands up into the villages, disposal of $360,000 worth of German dyes, have
and have diminished through clrov;rning the nat- only a clingy, emaciated white kitten of disrepuural food supply of the larger wild beasts.
table ancestry and habits to thank for their plight.
According to the b .test annual figures avail- As the kitten is still prowling about the rat
able, 55 persons were killed by elephants, 25 by coverts and scrap heaps of the Hoboken waterhyenas, 109 by bears, 351 by leopards, 319 by front, it is unlikely that they ever will have an
wolves, 853 by tigers and 688 by other animals, opportunity to express their gratitude,
including wild pigs. No less than 22,478 died
The dyes , part of the German indemnity to the
from the bite of poisonous snakes, The grand United States, were stolen July 9 from a waretotal of mortality is 24,878.
house of the Textile Alliance, Inc., in Hoboken,
The losses on the part of the inhabitants of N. J., where they were in the custody of the govth e jungle were nearly but not quite as great as ernment. Two clays later the kitten crossed the
th ose of their human enemies and the domesticat- path of a Federal detective as he lounged desponded animals combined. Ninety-one thousand one
speculating on the
hundred and four snakes and over 19,000 wild ently near a pieT in Hoboken,
meagre facts then in his possession concerning
• beast s of various kinds were killed,
A gr eat many cases of snake bite were success- the dye theft.
The kitten was one to arouse the interest of a
fu lly t r eated with the Brunton lancet and permanwmate of pota sh, but it . is, nevertheless, im- naturalist as well as a detective, for am:mg the
possible to a ssert the value of this ti·eatment, sombre and squalid stains upon its coat were
since no one knows whether all, or even a large splotches of vivid orange, of just the shade of
number, of the ca ses treated were caused by the some of the stolen dyes, The detective followed
bites of really venomous snakes.
the kitten. Catwise, it led him along an erratic
and noisome route which ended when it slipped
through a cellar window of a lodging-house near FOUGHT BULL BAREHANDED
the river.
against
An exceptiona l barehanded struggle
Before it vanished, however, the detectives
an enrnged bull ended only when lus brother-in- clipped a bunch of its orange hair. Thi s was .anala·,v -:ame to his aid with a r ifle, resulted in sav- lyzed and found to contain substances which idening the life of Howard Richardson, thirty-two tified
the coloring matter as of German origin.
years old, who, with his wife, resides on the
Thereafter every occupant of the house was
Elias Richardson farm, about four miles east of watched.
Victor, N. Y.
One of them, with two other men, was arrested,
When the animal and other cattle broke into
a field on the Richardson fal'm, Howard Rich- as he rode in an automobile behind a motor truck
ardson went to drive them out. He was attacked containing about $180,000 worth of German dyes,
by the enraged bull and thrown to the ground, the arrest taking place just outside Paterson,
whe1·e the bull proceeded to stamp upon him, N .. J. Information obtained from these prisoners
Charles Lovejoy, a brother-in-law of RicJ1ardson, led to the discovery of about $60,000 worth of
was passing the house with his family in an auto dyes on an abandoned farm in Orange County,
and witnessed the attack. Lovejoy went to Rich- and the investigation of the Widder · Dye and
ardson's assistance while Mrs. Lovejoy ran to the Chemical Company, 155 Broadway, BTooklyn.
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this we are now vubllshln~. in each issue, a. large number or illust.rated fol<es drawn by tbe best protessi-onal
comic artists in America.
Send only 50 cents today (send st.amps if more con,
vcnicnt) and we'll en ter your subscription at once.
You nre not tak ing tho slightest chance AS "\VE
WlLL REFU;:-;D YOt:R M01'EY U11111IDIATELY should
you not be more than pleased with THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE. Our firm ts In corporated for $200.000.00
under tihe laws o! 01e State ot Pr-nnsylvanla. Every
banker and 1mblisher tn America. will tell you we a.re
ABSOL't:TELY RELIABLE.
So sPnd along your subs.crlpUon and if THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE doc~n·t far ureed your expe«ations we'll
refund your money promptly and wJt.hout Question.
Address: Tho Scott F. Redfield Co .• inc.
5040 Main St., Sm eth port. Pa.

At Norris City,
Ill., there is a
tree kno,vn as
"vaultingt .h e
pole cottonwood"
that has an interesting history
which is told by
Ame1·ican
th e
Forestry Magazine as follows:
Pierce
Hosea
and a boy comreturned
r ade
from the War of
1812 to t h i r
homes, near Nor- THE BOYS' MAGAZINE 1s 0 \8"J: t; !1~~;;sstanas
11
ris City, in the
spring of 1815,
and on Jan. 8 of
that year they
SAVES YOU MONEY
had helped Gen.
tisfied unliss you earn steady
And you will not be
Buy direct and eave $10 to $20 on a
promotion. But aro lOU prepared for the job ahead
bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now
Jackson whi1) the
llf rou? Do .rou mC'asure uo to the standard that
come in 44 1tylcs, colors and sizes.
greatly improvf'd; prices reduced. WK
insures sucress? For a more respornJible Po~itlon a
in the
British
DELIVER FREE to you on. approvc:it and
fairly good education t:; necess ary. To YtTite a senBattle of New
30 da.s,a tritJl, actual ridina- te•t.
sible busint>ss letter, to prepare estimates.. to flcure
cost and to compute int.Pre:;it. rou must. hn.ve a ct-r~
EASY ltAYMENTS If deaired, et •
Orl eans.
taln amount of preparation. All this you must be
email advance over our Re1rular Fae·
able to do before you will earn promotion.
torr-to-Rider ca.ah trices.
These boys both
bu.::inPBS bome,; hire no mr-n whoc::e gen.,.raJ
Many
sJ;:ir;:~:·,:v~:t:ri!~ and knowledge
attended a log\
1s not equal to a high school course.
"'hy? Because big bus!ness refu3es to burden itself
De not lluy a bicycle, tirea, or .. uTI·
rolling on the old 1
with men who are barred from promotion by tho
Pierce farm that
ui~~~
~!~e::rn~~tar::.1~:: p~i~~s
lack of elementary eclul'.!ation..
al terms. A postai bnnas everythinc
spring, and as
CYCLE COMPANY
Can You Quali;y tor a Better Position
they were returnDept. A·168 Chlcaso
iii
in~ to the house
,ve h avfl a plan wherr-b.r you can. We can give rou
a complete bu t simplified high school {'ourse in two
after their day's
:yea.rs, ctving :rou nu the eB-sentials that form the
work ma cl e a
foundatJ.on of practJcal business. 1t will prepare
you to hold your own where competition is keon
wager who could
and exactin&". Do not doubt your abtllty, but make
up your mtnd to it and you will soon ha-ve the revault the furthquirements that will bring you success and bic
est, using their
money. YOU C.L'I DO IT.
cottonwood handLet us show you how to get on the road to success.
Jt will noL cost rou a. single working hour. We are
spikes as vaulting
so sure ot being able to be!p you that we will
c-ht'erfully return to you, at the end or ten lessons,
poles. They both
. Pverv rent you sent us if you are not absolutely
left their handsatisf\ed. ·what fairer offer can Wti make you t
\\'rite today. It costs you nothing but. a stamp.
spikes stickin g in
the soft earth
American School of Correspondence
where theY had
Chicago, u. S.A.
D ent. H .D .. 784'.
vaulted, an·d during the spring
American School of Correspondence, I
1815
of
rains
Dept. H .D .-7 84, Chicago, Ill.
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FAOT RY-TO .. RIDER

YouWanttoEarn Big Money!
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REAL PHONOGRAPH
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Rheumatism Cured His RUPTURE
A Remarkable Homo Treatment
Given by One Who Had It
.I n the Spring of 1893 I was attacked by :Muscu-

lar and Infl.amina..tory Rheumatism. I suffered as
only those who h&ve it know, for over three years_

I tried remedy after remedy, and doctor after

/

doctor, but such relief as I received was only temvorary. Finally, I found e 'ren>~dy that cured me
completely, and it has UeYe-r returned. I have
given it to a number who were terribly afflicted
and even bedridden wi~ rhewna.tism, some of
them 70 to 80 you.rs old, a.nd results were the

same as 1n my own case.
I want every sutterer from any form of rheu-

matic trouble to try this marvelous· heali.ng J)o"er.
Don't send a. cent; simply mail your name and
address and I will send it freo to try. After you
have used it and it has proven itself to be that
long--looked-for means of getting rid. of your rheu:._
rnatism, you may send the price of it, one dollar, but understand. I do not want your money
unless you are perfectly satisfied to send it. Isn't
that fair? '\Vhy "Suffer any longer when reUef :Is
thus offered you free. Don't delay. Write today.

I was badly-_ruptured while lifting a trunk
several years ago. Doctors said my only ·
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses did
me no good. Finally, I got hold of something that quickly and completely cured me.
Years have passed and the rupture has
never returned, although I am doing hard
work as a carpenter. There was no operation, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothing to sell, but will give full information
about how you may find a complete cure
without operation, if you write to me, Euge-ne M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
Avenue, Manasquan, N. J". Better cut out
this notice and show it to any others who
are ruptured-you may save a life or at
least stop the misery of rupture and the
wo:1:ry and dang~o!_~!!.._operation. ____
NOW, JAZZ 'EM UP, IOYS I~ A NEW AN.D 11/FTY !NYENTI09

__

.,,.,,._,..,.,,.,.

,

Mark H. Jackson, No. 8030, Durston Bldg.,
Syi;acu.se, N. Y.
:Mr. Jackson ill resPOnslble, Above s!.11.tement true.

levers' Secrets or Wooing, Winning and Wedding

This book tells how to begin courthur and how
to ret over b••hfuln!H.
The wu• to writs
love Iotters and how t~h't a 1lil'l'11 f1wor. Th•
way to i,ut the queetion to he1· and how to mri.k•
yoUJ;Hlf na-reeable. You 11hould read this boo IC
,,; when cominlttiag matdmon:r. 25c Po111tpaid

QUICK HAIR l:ROWTHI

..~~ Ward Pub. Co., Tilton, N. H.

Box Free To Youl

SORENESS

HEALED

Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlargeu veins,
eczema healed while you work. Write for
free book and describe your on-n case.

A, C. Llepe, 1457 Green Day Av.,llllhvaukoe, \Vis,
" Would

You Like

Such a .Result CIS This1

Do yon want. free, a trial box of Kot•
kott, that hM pro..-ed auccessfu.l tn 10 many

b~''!al!:':!i~~
fe~:r~~~;~~;'"fflt~'s1i:
Th& famous preparation ls for dandrulf, tb.111•
DjAgLB~£SS~
1e::!~~~1!':e~~ FREE
a new hair growt.b. has bcct1. reported when.

all e11.e h-ad failed. So why not •ee ror

youreelff Ko11kott l1!1 used hr men and'
women J it~· perrectly harmless and ot\eu
it.art.I b&lr growtl, in a rew day1 • .&.ddrcHI

,Koskott Laboratory, East 32d St., KA-!03, New York, N. r.

TOBACC
O
Or SNUFF HABIT

cured or No PAY
No matter whether used ~ pipe, cigarette,
cigars, chewed, or used in tli't! form or enutr.
Superba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing
injurious, no dope, poisons, or habit forming drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
it cures costs you one dollar. 11 it fails, or
It you are not pertectly satisfied, costs yoa
nothing. Write tor tun remedy today.

I

I

iiiUPERBA COMPANY, MU _ BBlt.lmore. Hd,

WARNING
In keeping your bowels regular d~ not
become t.ddfoted to weakening nµrgatives
or m1nerat Iu:,:aUves; just try KOBOLAX:
safe, gentle, wholeson;ie. Dest and goos
farthest. Obtainable nt busy drug,rlsts, evcrr-

J!tfitngK orgJl:i1~.fi~!~t ri~a'3:~••".11mJ~~

spells, b-0fohlna, a-11s, h eartburn, torvld lifer,
bad breath, oervomnesa. dyspepsia, indiges ..

t!on, ob•l1b', mental and p1*.lcal dulln•H,

Do you want to, know exactly how tihe modern

Secret Service and ll:,inge_r Print Expert salves U1e
mysteries of today? Would you like to know the INSIDE facts about REAL cases? Then write at once
and ,ve wtll send you FREE actual reports made for
the -a-reatest detective ai:ency in the U. S.

BE ATh1s
FINGER PRINT EXPERT. ~.~~l • :~e;~

pay.

is your OPPorbunlty.

Get these thrillfng

rel)Orts, study them. and LEARN AT HOirE how

:epf~eand ~1:cbb~k1~n t~\~,~~s~~fn~~c1~~1~~~~b
FREE, Write NOW.
UNIVE..'lSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
DeskiJ.568, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago,

ru.

\
WHERE OUR
FRUITS
-ORIGINATED

·The stra wberry,
says one of the
Government experts, comes from
a cross between
the native strawberry of Virginia
and that of Chile.
The rnspberry is
native in temperate Europe and
in Asia. The apricot originated in
China. The peach
was originally a
Chinese f r u i t .
The chen·y originatea round the
Caspian Sea. The
plum comes from
the Caucasus and
Turkey.
The pear is native in temperate
Europe and Western A s i a . The
qttince
comes
from Southeastern Europe, the
Caucasus,
and
the Caspian region. The apple
is native all over
Europe, in the
Caucasus, round
the Black Sea and
in Persia. T h e
almond c o m e s
from
Transcaucasia, Mesopotam_
ia, Persia, Turkestan and Algeria.
The fig seems
to have originated
round the Mediterranean, particularly in Syria.
The grape is native in Southern
Europe, Algeria,
Morocco and
Western As i.a.
The red currant
grows wild all
over Europe, in
the Caucasus,' the
Himalayas, Manchuria, Japan· and
arctic
America.
The walnut comes
from the Caucasus, Persia and
northern India.

MOTIVE
POWER FROM
STRAW

Gas possessing
qualiexplosive
ties sufficient to
drive an automobile and which
may also be used
for illumination
is being produced
at the Arlington
expe r i m e n t a I
farm of the Department of Agriculture from the
distillation of ordinary field .straw. m~
In making this
• to year mea•are,
,.
o•LT-BIG FuN
announcement top yable after received
· .
night expel'ts of BOYS You •p-t,ly - thN 0 .., ~
and tailoring,
tinee;oode
fit,
Perfect
~!.,!b!o/: e!: : ::;._ 1n l'lesb,;
department I{ mafic trick
the
$20 saving, a.llouaranteedornop ay.
••m•zts.oo.
eu,ta
woel
II
COIIN.
HAVEN.
NEW
13.
"the
Dept.
CO..
that
MFG.
added
MARVEL
f~~ulio'r~
b~
ft'::c[~::'~uf~r:ut'f!
of
possibilities
explain~
cloth samples and correctfaehion11.
straw gas are not VENTR ILOQUI SM
____..,.r:-j~~f a:;errJ!~dirmf:!:-r ~=~~fee~;.~s~a~t
y e t fully de- Taught .Almost Anyone at llome. Small cost.
bv returnmail free. lmpo,tant
eYerything
Send to-day :/-cent stamp for particnlar8 and
to every man. Write tod::!Y eure.
termined."
proof. Geo. " ' · Smith, Room R-697, 125 N.
PARK TAILORING COMPANY
A special force Jeff Ave., Peoria, 111.
Chica,ro, il.L
Dept 458
detailed
has been
WANTED
OLD COINS
to the Arlington
$2 to $500 EACII paid for Hundreds of
station to conbefore 1895. Keep ALL old
dated
Coins
tinue the tests
Money. You muy have Coins north •
with v a r i o u s
Large Premium. Send 10c. for new
Illustrated Coln Value Book, size u6.
straws and to
Get Posted at Once.
work out a model
CLARRE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N. Y.
IJlant for the disHOW TO MAKE LOVE'
tillation of the
(NEW BOOK) Tells bow to Gel
gas.
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
6 Songs, words and music· 25 Pi~
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
"If a suitable
tu res Pretty Girls; 40 Ways to Make
Widow; to win an Heiress; !:ow to catch
Money; 1 Joke Book; l Book on
unit can be cona Rieb Bachelor; bow to manage your
Love; 1 Magic Book; l Book Letter
beau to make him rropose:how to make
structed," the anWriting; 1 Dream Book and Foryour fellow or gir love you; flhllt todo
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
nouncement said,
before and after the wedding.• Tel19
DaU nook, gives rules for games; 1
"so that the
other things necessary for I,o•ers to
't Toy Maker Book; Language of
know, Sample COE}' b:, mafl 10 eent~,
·=
initial
Flowers; 1 Morse Telegraph Alphafarmers
Box 9 Bo. Norwalk, ()oJlllo
bet; 12 Chemical ,Experiments;
cost w i 11 be .BOIAL BOOJ[ ()0,,
Magic Age Table; Great North Pole
small, it seems
Game· 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles•
12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph Albums, • Al{
likely that straw
for 10 eta. and~ eta. postage.
mail
byabove
the
gas may have a
BOl.!L SALES CO., .Box 20, South Norwalk, Con-.
certain economic
value in sections
of the country
where the raw
material is now
as
considered
waste an cl,,, is
burned or left to
rot on the fieldi-"
Distillation of
Jowiah liTer, a chance to be free from the
Unleas you h&Te been exceptionally careful
gas from straw
mean alaTery of nicotine.
the cigarette habit has a hold whieb. you
under the process
Get rtd ot \he 'ticioua hallit. Leni\~eD
caoool shake ot? by will power.
your life. Become contented and spread hapnow being used
Tile lure ot the clgare~& i• powerful. Is
•mon&' others. Enjoy tranquillity compiness
it the nicotine that i• poisoning your a7stcm,
at Arlington, it
bined with forceful thoqht and real efllcieaar,
makin& you nervoua, heart weak, dyspeptic,
was said, was
wll.at will eon1111er the tobacco habit
11:now
I
eye atrained and irrttable'I
You rain the Tictor7 eoa•
in three days.
first accomplishAre you 'troubled with aleeple11neaa at 11irht
pletely and pri.-ately al home.
and dullness In the morning until you hue
George
ed by
will be very interestintr M
book
new
My
cigarette•
of
doped yourself with the nicotine
Harrison, a Can~,-ou. II will come to you in a plain wrapper,
or pipe, or chewiOfJ tobacco I They're all th.e
,.-ill be eurprised aaCI
You
postpaid.
free,
in
engineer,
dian
Ba.l"lle, yon know.
if you write \0 Edw&rd J. WoocS-.

12c .......

~U4. I~~
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BIG VALUE for IO Ots.

Goitre

Cigarette Habit

How to Overcom e 'It Quickly and Easily

1914.

Give your poiac..--ea\urated l1ody, from your

P..a.1.e ,ell~wish 1kin richt into your pale ye!·

delighted
T'l'-103, Station F, New York. N. T.

SA'{ SAINTS WERE KILLED BY
DEMONS

The murder and mutilation of three
of the seven occupants of a camp of
sadhus, or religious mendicants, outside the city of Rawalpindi has been
attributed by the masses, 'Mohammedan as well as Hindu, to supernatural
agency, and is reported by the frontier correspondent of the Englishman
to have caused the greatest excitement throughout the Rawalpindi,
Nowshera, and Peshawar districts, so
that for the time being "politics is
forgotten altogether."
·
The term sahdu · is derived from a
Sanskrit word denoting completeness,
and means one who is perfect-a saint
or sage. It is commonly used of all
Hindu religious mendicants.
Clad
generally only in a loin-cloth and with
his body covered with ashes, the sadhu wanders up and down the country
with his begging bowl in hand, and
is held in great veneration and awe.
Hence there is widespread belief that
the crime was not the work of human
beings at all, but of rakshahs, or demons, who in the da)' s of the Hindu
epics were often seen e,n earth, and
have now returned.
In the morning the bodies of the
three sadhus were found tied to trees
and terribly mutilated. The surviving four men we1·e cowering around
a fire, muttering charms and in a
great state of excitement and .fear.
They are reported to have informed
the police that the camp was attacked
by a band of men, who selected the
three victims and cut them to pieces,
warning the others that if they attempted to interfere they would also
be killed.
But this did not prevent the rakshah theory gaining ground, and a
panic ensued in the city. All business ceased, shops were closed, and
house:\ shuttered and barred. The
bolder spirits went down to the scene
of the crime to see for themselves,
but what they saw only convinced
them the more of demoniac agency.

-·

New York judge (to criminal)"And the sentence of the court is that
you be shocked with electricity until
you are dead, and may-" Criminal
(interrupting)-"That's played out,
judge. You can't work that on me."
New York judge-"Silence in the
court! What's the matter?" Criminal-"Electricity won't shock me,
judge. Nothing else, either. I've
read 'The Quick or the Dead 7'"

WILD

WEST WEEKLY

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

924 Young Wild West and the Deadshot Cowboys; or. A High Old
Time at Buckinghorn Ranch
925 Young Wild West's Cavalry Charge; or, The Shot That Saved
Arietta's Life.
.
()26 Yonug Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or, The Raiders or Red
Ravlue.
927 Young Wild West and "Silver Stream"; or, The White <1lrl Captive of the Sioux.
928 Young Wild W e~t and the Disputed Claim; or. Arietta's Golden
Shower.
!129 Young- Wild West and the Greaser Guide; or, The '.!.'rap Thai
Fail ed to Work.
!1<10 Young Wild West's Rippiug Rouud-t:p; or, Arietta's Prairie
p,, ril.
931 Young Wild West's Toughest Trail; or, Butiled J.,y Bandits.
U3:l Y0Li1>g \\'ild ,v est at ··Forlli, ldL•u Pass"; aud, How .\rietta I'.ild
the Toll.
()33 Young Wild West nod the Indian Traitor; or, The Charge of the
"Reel" Brigade.
93! Young \Vild West nnd the l\Inskecl Cowhoy; or, Arielta·s 1:cady
Ft ope.
9;J;; ~oung Wild West and the llauchero's Daughter; or, A Hot o:d
rl,ime in Mexico.
93G Yo•ing Wild West and the Rund Hill "Terrors"; or, '.l.'be Itoad
Agents of the 8antn Fe '.!.'rail.
037 Young Wlld West After "White llorse Jack"' ; or, Arietta nod the
Wilt! 1lust:!llg.
938 Young \Yil(l Wes t and the Cattle Branders; or, Crooked Work ou
the Big- G Ranrh.
930 Young- Wild West's Four l!'oex ; or, 'l.'he Secret Band of Cohl
Camp.
For salfl by all newsclenJcrR, or will be sent to any address on
receipt of prke. 7 cents per co1>Y. in money 01· Jlostagc stamps, b.llIARRY E. " 'OLFF, Pub., 166 \Vut 23d St .• New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICK S,-Containio~ com plete illustrations for performing OYer sixty Mechanical 'l.'ricks . .Pully
illustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CAUD8.-Emurncing all of the latest and most deceptil'C card tricks, with illustraNo. 71

tion~.
No. 83.

GCS WILLIA)IS' J~J{E UOOK.-Containiog- the latest joke~. anccdotL'S and funn.v slones of this worlcl-reuownpd German
,·omeLlian
i:-\ixty-fom· pa;:;~s; baud soll.lc colored cover, coutaluiug- a
halt-tone pb.oto of the autbor.
No. 81. now ·~·o ;)lES_.'1ERlZE.-Contnioiug the 111ost approved.
1net1Jod of nu.•smcr1:,;m; auuu:tl innµ:netJsm. or n1:1gnet1c healin~. Hy
Pror. Leo. Ilugo Koch, A.l".H., nuthor of "How tu llypuotize," etc.
No. 8'!. uow TO DO r.u,:11I1>'rRY.-Containing- the most up-~
proved methods of rearllui. the Jines on the hnnrl, togetller with a
full explana•ion of their meaning. Also explaining ph.reuolo~v aou
the kilY of telling charac·tcrs hy the burups on the head.
Leo
Hugo °Ko<'h, A.C.S. Full.v illustrated.
·
No. 83. HOW 'l'O HYPNOTIZE.-Containiog valuable nurl instrnctlve information reganling th,, sdL•nce of hypnotism. Also explaining
tile most approv_cd nwtho1ls wbkh arc eruplored IJ.v the leadinghypnotists of the worl<l. B.v LL'O llug-o Kocb, A.C.S.
\ No. 8-!. HO\V TO HEC'O~IE ,\N AU'l'HOR.-Containiog information reg,uding choke of su bjccts, the use of words and thP maauer
of preparing and suhmitting manuscripts. .Also containing- valuable
information as to the nentness, legibility nnd general composition
of manuscripts.
For slllo by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addn,ea oa
receipt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 for 25c., in muney or poatace
stamps, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d st., New York.
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SCEN A.RIOS
By J~lES P. COGAN

HOW TO
WRITE THEM
Price 311 Cents Per Cop7

This book contains all the most 1·ecent clinoires in the method
or constrnction and suhroisslon or ~cenarios. Suety Lessons,
covering every pbusc or sct>oario writing, rrom the most ele·
111entul to the mo~t aunmced principles. This treatise covers
everything n person mnst know in order to make money as a
successful sceonrio writer. ]!'or salP by nil News-dealers and
Book-Stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price.
35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will mail yon one,
postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York. N, 'I',

